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1. Welcome to the reading resilience toolkit
This toolkit offers a suite of teaching resources and strategies developed by tertiary educators
and trialled in classes to enhance students’ skills in reading resilience.
We designed this toolkit for lecturers and tutors in literary studies but from discussion with
colleagues in other fields we have identified that reading resilience addresses a crossdisciplinary problem. We welcome and encourage people from other disciplines to use and
adapt this material. If you do so, please acknowledge the toolkit as indicated by the creative
commons license.
The toolkit includes resources to help course coordinators, lecturers, and tutors to develop
teaching approaches that support students’ engagement with the primary texts (novels, short
stories, autobiographies, poems and plays) of a literary studies subject. You can read about
how to use the toolkit in the section ‘What is the Toolkit?’
The toolkit is the result of teaching-led research undertaken across five Australian
universities:
•

The Australian National University

•

Flinders University

•

The University of Queensland

•

Charles Sturt University

•

Monash University

The project, called Building Reading Resilience: Developing a Skills-Based Approach to
Literary Studies, ran from 2010 to 2012 and was funded by the Australian Learning and
Teaching Council (ALTC), now the Office For Learning and Teaching (OLT). The
researchers involved in the project were:
•

Rosanne Kennedy (Project Leader), The Australian National University

•

Kate Douglas, Flinders University

•

Anna Poletti, Monash University

•

Judith Seaboyer, The University of Queensland

•

Tully Barnett, (Project Manager), Flinders University
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2. What is reading resilience?
Imagine a classroom where all the students have finished the book that you’re studying. It is
possible!
Reading resilience is the capacity to undertake and discuss the complex and demanding work
of interpretation required by literary and rhetorical texts. This skill requires a repertoire of
analytical techniques that can be deployed with confidence and flexibility. Reading resilience
addresses a serious problem agreed upon by many literature educators: students in
contemporary undergraduate literature courses struggle to read and comprehend texts that
draw on literary language and techniques and unfamiliar subject matter. This toolkit of
strategies, designed to develop confident and articulate advanced reading skills, introduces a
new approach and provides resources through which to address problems in delivering
undergraduate literature curricula.
Traditionally, the ability to read and comprehend a range of complex texts has been
recognised as a foundation skill and required outcome for students in literary studies. It also
has wide applicability outside the university, in the worlds of business, education,
government and politics. Due to a range of factors, it is increasingly difficult to engage
students in reading demanding texts (Clausson, Chace, Gallop, Scholes).
Robert Scholes, 2004 President of the Modern Language Association and a leader in the field
of literary pedagogy, contends that this decline in reading skills has slipped under the radar.
He states that while teachers ‘normally acknowledge … that writing must … continue to be
taught from high school to university and perhaps beyond … we do not see reading.’ He
further contends that ‘if we could see it, we would be appalled’ (166).
Another colleague bluntly summarises the experience of many university teachers: students
are increasingly skilled in visual literacy, but ‘display less and less patience with [non-visual]
texts, especially long ones’ (Tabachnik 26). The erosion in reading skills is not only a
significant loss in its own right – students’ failure to complete assigned reading is affecting
curriculum development in literary studies in ways that are not always clearly articulated.
Many students today begin the undergraduate literary studies curriculum with
underdeveloped reading skills. In the past dozen years a range of factors have affected the
levels of reading proficiency demonstrated by students when they arrive at university – the
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student body is more diverse, more students have English as a second language and students
spend more time engaging in electronic communication than in reading. As Miriam Marty
Clark notes, the lack of reading skills ‘is a serious problem for faculty across the academic
disciplines, but it’s especially perplexing in English’ (327).
Humanists often argue that one function of humanities courses is to ‘value add’ by improving
student proficiency in reading. Yet literature teachers face new and distinctive challenges in
designing curriculum to improve reading skills. For instance, many students work in paid
employment and find reading a time-consuming task – when time is short, reading does not
get completed. Reading skills, such as textual analysis, have traditionally been taught in faceto-face tutorials, where everyone focuses on the same text. Yet there has been a decline in the
face-to-face model as new technologies lead to an increase in distance-learning methods,
even for students who are not formally pursuing distance education (Poovey). Moreover,
class sizes have increased dramatically in the past ten years, making it more difficult to fund
sufficient staff to run small tutorial groups. Such factors present challenges for teaching
literature and for developing responsive curricula at a time of dramatic change in Arts
faculties in general. The Reading Resilience Toolkit is designed to respond to the challenges
affecting literary studies today, challenges that will continue to be significant in the future.

References / Further reading: The pedagogy of reading
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Teaching International 50:2 (2013): 191–201.
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3. What is the toolkit?
The toolkit comprises resources that may be applied or adapted in teaching programs to
address and enhance students’ reading practices. Each toolkit resource described here is
explained through detailed examples that have been successfully trialled in teaching.

Aims
The Reading Resilience Toolkit aims to:
•

Recognise the changing climate for teaching literary studies (reduced teaching hours,
fewer resources for teaching, increased teaching loads and varied cohorts of students).
This changing climate presents a plethora of teaching challenges for the twenty-firstcentury classroom.

•

Acknowledge a problem: students often do not complete set readings and this impacts
negatively on teaching and learning.

•

Address this problem via a set of teaching and learning strategies designed to support
good reading. These include, for example, teaching and learning materials such as
examples and templates of reading guides, and assessment models in the form of reading
tasks, marking rubrics, and tips for building success in reading.

•

Provide benchmarks of the skills and knowledge that literary studies students should have
at different levels of their studies and measure these through assessment.

“One of the best things about this unit is that
preparation is required: reading a text before a
lecture is useful.”

“I love the reading tasks. Never have I
responded to an English subject so well.”
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4. Introducing reading as a practice: setting the scene
Teaching reading resilience requires starting a conversation with students about reading as a
practice.
Most teachers and students probably imagine they know what is meant by the term ‘reading’
in university contexts. It’s an axiom – it’s organic and learned through the simple experience
of following words on a page and making links between these words and our knowledge of
literary ideas and concepts. We suggest that teachers and students delve a little deeper into
reading as a practice and invest more consciously in reading as a critical and cultural act that
must be learned and revisited across a literary studies programme if a student is to learn to
read well.
Here are some strategies you can use for introducing reading as a practice.
•

Having clear and deliberate conversations about reading with the students prior to,
and at the commencement of the semester. Our pre-semester scene-setting strategies
ranged from the very simple strategy of circulating reading lists well in advance of the
commencement of the course, to the more complex task of circulating e-mails which
suggested explicitly the sorts of time frames required to complete reading certain texts.
It is our view that students benefit significantly from knowing, for instance, that it
might take them roughly sixteen hours to read the first novel on the reading list, and
perhaps they might need to set aside eight or nine days to complete it (and of course
this strategy can be continued throughout the semester). Our reading lists also
included the date by which each text would need to be completed, and clearly
indicated how all texts would be included in the course assessment.

•

Set readings on reading as practice in week 1 (see 4.1)

•

Survey students about their current reading practices (see 4.2)

4.1 Readings on reading

Consider setting aside the first week of your course to discuss with your students what
reading is, what your expectations are in regards to reading, and how they read. The
following readings can be used to frame this discussion:
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J. Hillis Miller on ‘How to Read Literature’
J. Hillis Miller. “How to Read Literature.” On Literature. (London: Routledge, 2002, 115–
28).
Read from page 120 (“Reading, like being in love, is by no means a passive act”) to page 123
(“the sovereign power [texts] have when they are read allegro.”)
This reading, when set in the first week, can be used to discuss and emphasise:
•

that reading in literary studies is a mixture of aesthetic appreciation and analysis
(recognising how “the magic is wrought” [122])

•

the energy and positive effort required to read well

•

that reading as a practice combines fast (allegro) and slow (lento) reading.

Virginia Woolf on ‘How Should One Read a Book?’
Virginia Woolf: “How Should One Read a Book?” The Common Reader. London: Hogarth,
1935. Freely available online.
The first four paragraphs of this essay provide a frame for discussing:
•

the otherness of literature, ie, that we often encounter material in literature that
challenges our understanding (this is developed further in Attridge)

•

the necessity of training and refining the power to read

•

that we should come to the text with an open mind, as free as possible from
preconceptions.

Derek Attridge on ‘Reading and responding’
Derek Attridge. “Reading and Responding.” The Singularity of Literature. (London:
Routledge, 2004, 79–93).
This reading is useful for introducing students to reading as an encounter with the unfamiliar.
It:
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•

introduces the idea of reading as an act of hospitality, in which the reader has the
imaginative courage to rethink in order to fight against the mind’s tendency “to
assimilate the other to the same”

•

questions the importance of being able to identify with characters and plots by
suggesting that difference and Otherness are fundamental to literature and cultural
change

•

proposes that reading involves a suspension of habits, a willingness to rethink old
positions in order to apprehend the work’s “inaugural power” (80).

Andrew Bennett and Nicholas Royle on “How to Read”
Andrew Bennett and Nicholas Royle. “How to Read.” An Introduction to Literature,
Criticism, and Theory 4e. Pearson Education 2010. 1–15.

Bennett and Royle point out that most of us underestimate the effort required by the specialist
task that is reading literature compared to the kinds of reading we undertake purely for
information. You and your students might frame your week 1 discussion around their
exemplary close reading of Auden’s “Musée des Beaux Arts” (1938), which among other
things reveals to the reader the importance of paying attention in a poem that is itself about
paying attention. The reading concludes with a useful checklist for how to read a poem.

Further reading: Reading Journals
Attridge, Derek. “Reading and Responding.” The Singularity of Literature. London:
Routledge, 2004. 79–93.
Clarke, Maggie. “Reflection: Journals and Reflective Questions: A Strategy for Professional
Learning.” Australian Journal of Teacher Education 29.2 (2004) 11–23.
Huxley Linda, Elizabeth Freeman, and Erica Frydenburg. “Teaching Coping Skills:
Implications for Practice.” AARE 2004 Conference Papers. Conference of the
Australian Association for Research in Education, 2004. Compiled by P L Jeffrey.
Melbourne: Australian Association for Research in Education, 2005.
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Looker, Peter. “Learning through Structured Reflection.” UNSW Compendium of Good
Practice in Learning and Teaching. No.2 69-81. Feb. 2005.
Maloney, Carmel and Glenda Campbell-Evans. “Using Interactive Journal Writing as a
Strategy for Professional Growth.” Asia-Pacific Journal of Teacher Education 30.1
(2002): 39–50.
Mannion, Greg. “Journal Writing and Learning: Reading between the Structural, Holistic,
and Post-structural Lines.” Studies in Continuing Education 23.1 (2001): 95–115.
Miller, J. Hillis. “How to Read Literature.” On Literature. London: Routledge, 2002. 115–28.
Moffitt, Michael. “Lights, Camera, Begin Final Exam: Testing What We Teach in
Negotiation Courses.” Legal Education Digest 19 (2005): 3.
O’Sullivan, Colleen. “Reading Journals.” Magpies 5.3 (1990): 5-7.
Palmer, Stuart, Dale Holt, and Sharyn Bray. “The Learning Outcomes of an Online
Reflective Journal in Engineering.” ASCILITE 2008 Melbourne: Hello! Where Are You
in the Landscape of Educational Technology? Proceedings of the Twenty-Fifth Annual
ASCILITE Conference, 2008. Ed. Roger Atkinson and Claire McBeath. Burwood, VIC:
ASCILITE, 2008. 724–32.
Smith, Clifford John. “Writing as You Read: The Reading Journal and the 2 unit–3 unit
Higher School Certificate English Student.” Diss. Bathurst NSW: Charles Sturt U,
Mitchell, 1990.
Thomson, J. “Helping Students to Develop Textual Power: Reading, Writing and responding
to literature.” Opinion 20.3 (1991): 3–23.
Woolf, Virginia. “How Should One Read a Book?” The Common Reader. London: Hogarth,
1935. Freely available online.
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4.2 Reading practices survey

A reading practices survey can be used to facilitate discussions about students’ reading habits
and practices. The survey can be administered anonymously at the beginning and the end of
semester and the results discussed in class.
The benefits include:
•

giving the lecturer/tutor a sense of students’ reading habits and practices at the beginning
of the semester

•

letting students know that we are interested in their perspectives on reading (including
what they find challenging/difficult)

•

gathering information that can be used as the basis for a discussion about reading and
time management

•

allowing students to learn from each other’s experiences and strategies

•

reinforcing the fundamental importance of reading to the study of literature.

• Appendix 1 Reading practices survey

“The reading tasks force us to read all the texts which
has meant that I’ve engaged more with the material
than I would in other classes.”
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5. Reading guides
Reading guides are an intervention into a problem we have found in teaching literature –
students encounter many distractions as they attempt to read set texts, including
film/television adaptations and a plethora of web summaries. Students (informally) confess to
using such materials routinely to help them read a text. For example, a student may begin
reading a text, find it difficult to understand and look to web summaries for plot or theme
descriptions. Or students might watch screen adaptations or read web summaries as a
substitute for reading the text – a means to get by in class and in assessment tasks without
reading the book.

What is a reading guide?

Ideally, a reading guide is a clear and accessible one-stop-shop introduction to a set text,
which circumvents students’ tendencies to look to other materials to help them with their
reading, and supports them in becoming more resilient readers. A reading guide:
•

is usually no longer than two pages – it must be succinct and accessible to appeal to
students, and be more useful/interesting than competing web summaries

•

is concept driven, guiding students towards the most important material (which will be
covered in class) – it may include subheadings and bold text to emphasise key literary
concepts

•

aligns with other teaching materials to prepare students for assessment

•

provides brief but important introductory information about the text – for example,
interesting facts about the author, the text’s publication and literary context

•

offers information about the text’s contemporary relevance – for example, about recent
television adaptations or allusions to the text in popular culture

•

identifies relevant literary concepts that will be used in the discussion of the text

•

includes brief summaries about the text’s structure, style, language and themes

•

gives students a task to complete prior to class

•

suggests related books students might like to read to enhance their learning.
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What does a reading guide do?
The reading guide aims to demystify the text. It should not overwhelm with information but
instead function to encourage, even tempt, students to engage deeply with the text. A reading
guide is designed to be used before or while students read the set text. Given this, it’s
important that course convenors consider the best ways to circulate the reading guide to
students before they start classes (for example, via email upon enrolment and in course
outlines).
Assuming that students have read the reading guide as well as the primary text before class,
teachers are able to hit the ground running with discussion points that will already be familiar.
The material in the reading guide must be referred to in class; otherwise its currency is lost.

“The reading guide helped me know what
to look for in a book before I started”

Sample reading guides

Appendix 2 contains sample reading guides. They have been taken from a range of different
courses at the different partner institutions, and they have been chosen to illustrate some of
the different approaches we trialled. Reading Guides include: Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s
Confessions, Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home—two versions, Daniel Defoe’s Moll Flanders,
Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey, Anne Brontë’s The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, Gustave
Flaubert’s Madame Bovary, Thomas Hardy’s Tess of the D’Urbervilles, Primo Levi’s If This
Is a Man, Jean-Dominique Bauby’s The Diving Bell and the Butterfly.
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6. Reading tasks
The reading task is both a practice and an assessment tool. It is based on some fundamental
principles:
•

reading is a skill that is refined through practice; it is not a passive act

•

students will become more resilient readers through regular practice of reading and
reflecting on their reading

•

resilience can be developed by providing reading guides and key concepts that enable
students to respond critically to a text (rather than ‘from the gut’)

•

giving regular, formative feedback on student responses will engage and motivate
students to read and write regularly

•

students will develop tools and skills for critical analysis through the cumulative build-up
of short responses throughout the semester

•

this cumulative knowledge will enhance the ability to apply critical concepts to texts, and
to make meaningful connections between texts

•

through practice, students will develop skills that enable them to read more quickly and
more thoughtfully.

What is a reading task?

To satisfy the reading task component of the assessment, students must write short responses
(roughly 300-500 words) on each of the texts they read in a course. For instance, they may be
writing 300 words on eight texts, so they will be submitting responses in eight weeks of the
term.
These short responses are typically in response to questions the lecturer sets, or to questions
raised in the reading guide, or to a question the student raises. Questions may ask students to
reflect on some technical component of the narrative (e.g. voice, structure, point of view, use
of language), or may provide students with a critical concept from literary criticism or theory
to consider in relation to the text, or ask students to make critical comparisons between texts.
Reading Resilience Toolkit
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What does a reading task do?
The reading task:
•

enforces the message that reading is a key component of the course

•

helps students develop the habit of completing the reading

•

engages students in regular, sustained, written reflection on what they read.

Sample reading tasks
There is no master model for the reading task. Rather, we developed a range of models to suit
our individual teaching styles and institutional requirements. These included:
•

the lecturer posting questions online each week, to which students responded, thereby
creating online forums

•

students developing reading blogs

•

asking students to hand in their responses in hardcopy

•

having students respond to other students’ posts

•

having students write reading responses in-class.

See the section ‘Models of reading tasks’ for more information. Samples of reading tasks,
together with combined guides and tasks, are provided in Appendix 2. Again, they have been
taken from a range of different courses at the different partner institutions, and they have
been chosen to illustrate some of the different approaches we trialled. You will find tasks for:
Anne Brontë’s The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey, Gustave
Flaubert’s Madame Bovary and Thomas Hardy’s Tess of the d’Urbervilles.
You will find reading guides/reading tasks (using a combined approach) for: J. M. Coetzee’s
Disgrace, Louise Doughty’s All That I Love, Yann Martel’s Life of Pi, Ian McEwan’s
Saturday, Jonathan Franzen’s Freedom, Alfred Tennyson’s In Memoriam A.H.H, Amanda
Lohrey’s Vertigo, Mohsin Hamid’s The Reluctant Fundamentalist, Damon Galgut’s In a
Strange Room, Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis, Richard Powers’s Generosity, Barbara
Kingsolver’s The Lacuna.
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6.1 Models of reading tasks
The weight you give to reading tasks will need to be considered in relation to other factors,
such as your pedagogical style and aims; school, faculty and university assessment policies
regarding invigilation; word limits; assessment return expectations and so on. You might also
want to consider the size of your class and whether it is team taught (see ‘Implementing
reading tasks in large and small classes’).
Following are four examples of assessment items and weightings that incorporate reading
tasks.

•

Example A: Attendance, reading tasks and essay

•

Example B: Reading tasks, attendance and exam

•

Example C: Reading tasks only

•

Example D: Reading tasks, essay and tutorial activities

"This is the first time that I read all the texts in a course."
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Example A: Attendance, reading tasks and essay
Assessment summary
Assessment

Length

Worth

Due Date

Tutorial activities,
N/A
contribution to online
discussion forums

10%

Ongoing

Four reading tasks

40%

Paper 1: Week 2

4 x 400 words

+ Students were
given time in class to
read and comment on
the responses of their
peers. They were
instructed on
comment etiquette
beforehand.

Paper 2: Week 4
Paper 3: Week 8
Paper 4: Week 10

Mid-term in-class
test

1000 words

20%

Completed in class, Week
7

Major essay

2000 words

30%

4 pm, Monday 11 June

Assessment detail
This assessment supplied students with questions for each task.
Rationale
Using reading tasks alongside more traditional assessment such as the essay plan and
research essay allows students to develop their reading resilience skills and apply them to a
longer piece of assessment in a single subject. This weighting and use of the reading tasks
rewards good time management throughout the semester and enhances tutorial discussion as
students come to class prepared to offer their thoughts on the text. Mandating that students
comment on each other’s work fosters interactions between the cohort that leads to peerassisted learning outcomes.

• Read about the experience of someone who has taught this model in Appendix 3.
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Example B: Reading task, attendance and exam
Assessment summary
Attendance/Participation; Reading Tasks,
Research Essay
Assessment item

Percentage of
total grade

Due date

Attendance is compulsory. Six of nine tutorials must be
attended for a pass.

9%

Variable;
from Week 1

Participation involves coming to class prepared, sharing
ideas with your colleagues, and working with and
encouraging others to express their ideas. This will be
discussed in the first tutorial.

6%

Variable;
from Week 1

In-class joint presentation with buddies. (You will be
graded on the merits of your contribution though it must
be clear you have worked together.)

5%

Variable;
from Week 2

Six 300-word* guided online reading and writing
exercises on set novels, with some reference to required
secondary materials. Each guide will be posted a week
before the lecture to which it applies. You must write on
at least one of the first two novels scheduled, after which
you may choose any from the remaining six.

30%

Variable;
from Week 2.
Due by
midnight on
the Sunday
before the
scheduled
lecture for the
books you
have chosen.

Research essay outline 150–200 words.* You and your
buddies will workshop your essay outlines in the lecture
in Week 10. The outline itself (100–150 words) will be
worth 5%, and your written response to a buddy’s outline
(50 words) will be worth a further 5%.

10%

4 pm, Friday
14 May

Research essay, 2000 words.* Late submissions will be
penalised at the rate of 2 marks out of 40 a day.

40%

4 pm,
Monday 13
June

*Word counts must be adhered to, plus or minus 10%. Quoted material is not included in the
word count.
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Assessment detail
Reading tasks
Task Description: The reading tasks for each of the eight set texts (Saturday, The Reluctant
Fundamentalist, Freedom, Vertigo, In a Strange Room, Generosity, The Lacuna, Persepolis)
will consist of two (2) multiple choice questions, one (1) affective response, and one (1)
critical reading exercise. The reading exercise for each text is due by midnight on the Sunday
preceding the first lecture on the relevant text.

Rationale
This assessment combination requires and rewards consistent work throughout the course of
the semester and, like Example C, uses constructive alignment principles to focus teaching
and learning on reading and discussing texts. Constructive alignment is the pedagogical
theory that approaches curriculum design by starting with the intended learning outcomes,
and then tailoring activities and assessment to help students achieve those outcomes (see
Biggs: http://www.johnbiggs.com.au/constructive_alignment.html). The skills and techniques
honed and developed in the reading tasks – setting up, sustaining and supporting an
intellectual argument; incorporating key theoretical approaches; engaging with key concepts
– are brought together in a final critical essay.
• Read about the experience of someone who has taught this model in Appendix 3.
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"The tutorials were exciting because everyone had read the texts."

Example C: Reading task only
Assessment detail
Students use the Reading Guide and the prompt questions supplied as the basis for each task
entry. Six entries were 675 words (15%), and one entry was 450 words (10%) to equal 100%.
Submission suggestions
You may choose to have students submit their reading tasks BEFORE or AFTER the lecture /
tutorial, although in our experience, the reading task works most effectively when it is used to
organise and structure the individual student’s response to texts prior to class discussion.
Students submit reading tasks at the start of the tutorial, or at 5 pm the day before tutorials, or
before the lecture on the set text. Reading tasks should be due the week the text is discussed
in class as outlined in this Schedule example:

Unit schedule
Wk

Activities

1

Topic 1: Introduction: Literature and national
identity
Anderson, Imagined communities

2

Topic 2: Beginnings: The bush
‘The Drover’s Wife’, ‘The Chosen Vessel’.

3

Topic 2:
Rewriting ‘The Drover’s Wife’

4

Topic 3: Young and Free: Nationality, Gender and
the Generations
Literature and the public sphere

5

Topic 3:
Fiction: My Brilliant Career Miles Franklin

Reading task on My Brilliant
Career

6

Topic 3:
Fiction: Loaded Christos Tsiolkas

Reading task on Loaded (in class
test)

7

Topic 3:

Reading task on The First Stone
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Reading task on ‘The Drover’s
Wife’
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Non-fiction: The First Stone Helen Garner
8

Topic 4:
Fiction: Diary of A Bad Year JM Coetzee

9

Topic 4: Gender and Genre: Intimate Publics
Berlant, Intimate publics

10

Topic 4:
Fiction: Manhattan Dreaming, Anita Heiss

11

Topic 4:
Poetry: The Monkey’s Mask, Dorothy Porter

12

Summary

Reading task on Diary of A Bad
Year

Reading Task on Manhattan
Dreaming

Revised reading task

Rationale
This assessment weighting uses constructive alignment principles to focus students’ attention
on the set texts as the core material of the subject. Using only the reading task focuses student
attention on continuous work throughout the semester, rewards good time management, and
puts the focus of teaching and learning on reading and discussing texts rather than preparing
for assessments. In this example, undertaking one reading task in class as an open book test
satisfies requirements for invigilation mandated by the University.
Not using traditional assessment strategies such as the essay, exam or presentation, provides
the opportunity for students to focus explicitly on developing their reading skills. Students
will have the opportunity to develop and exercise the skills related to essay and researchoriented assessment tasks (development and presentation of argument, research skills etc.) in
other subjects.

• Read about the experience of someone who has taught this model in Appendix 3.
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Example D: Participation, reading task and essay
Assessment summary

Items

Length

Value

Dates due

Online reading tasks (one task on

8 x 300 words

40%

Ongoing, but due

each of the 8 key texts)

2400 words total

before the tutorial in
which the text is
discussed

Tutorial presentation (on a

5%

Once in semester

45%

Friday, 8 November

10%

Ongoing: marks based

critical concept)
Final essay

1750 word

Tutorial activities and
participation.

on engaged
participation

Total

100%

• Read about the experience of someone who has taught this model in Appendix 3.
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Implementing reading tasks in large and small classes
Large classes
You can use reading tasks in large courses that involve a mixture of tutors and full-time staff.
They provide excellent opportunities for mentoring new staff in responsive and creative
teaching practices.
To achieve this, you need to use strategies that you would use for every large course:
•

Meet with all course staff to talk through the assessment strategies and expectations

•

Have a markers meeting before the first round of marking to ensure consistency in
expectations

•

Have a meeting around the middle of semester to gather feedback on how tutorials are
travelling and to work collectively in developing responses to them

•

Encourage tutors to form a supportive community of practice around teaching which
meets throughout the semester.

Your colleagues may feel that reading tasks take more time to mark than traditional
assessments such as essays and exams. However, with effective use of the rubric and
development of a comment bank, our experience is that reading tasks don’t necessarily result
in an increased marking workload.
When using the reading tasks in team-taught classes, you need to do the following.
At the start of semester:
•

Explain the concept of reading resilience and its importance in the course.

•

Acknowledge that there is a trade-off in the workload: rather than there being large piles
of marking at set times in the semester, the formative and ongoing assessment increases
teachers’ ability to respond to student learning as the semester progresses. Tutorials are
also more self-sustaining when reading tasks are handed in before class.

•

Explain that non-traditional assessment can cause anxiety in students and that tutors need
to be prepared to answer questions (often more than once).

•

Give tutors reading task samples.
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•

Make sure that every tutor agrees to and understands the importance of the return dates
you set for the reading tasks: timely feedback is vital to the success of the formative
assessment model.

•

Make sure everyone who is marking in the course uses the rubric for every task they mark.

Throughout the semester:
•

Actively monitor how long it takes tutors to mark reading tasks at the start of semester
and offer mentoring to help them develop their skills in time management and giving
effective feedback.

•

Make sure that all tutors are returning work at the set deadlines.

Small courses
You can also use reading tasks in small courses taught by you as subject coordinator without
the assistance of tutors.
If students are submitting their work in hard copy, be aware that you may be creating a closed
circuit between yourself and the students, which can lessen the impact of the reading task’s
potential to create a community of practice around reading. Consider including peer review or
buddy systems where students read others’ work throughout the semester, or put the tasks
online in forums or blogs and make commenting compulsory.
It can be difficult to maintain the workload if you are preparing all lectures, tutorials and
doing all the marking. You might consider marking the reading tasks in batches and returning
them at set points in the semester (i.e. in weeks 3, 6, 9, 12).

“The use of reading tasks to discuss the individual texts caused me to
develop my critical thinking skills as I needed to read the text with an
analytical headset.”
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7. Assessment rubrics
We designed assessment rubrics to help mark reading tasks efficiently. These rubrics assess
reading tasks on the basis of criteria such as:
•

understanding of the text

•

evidence

•

response to the question

•

initiative

•

written expression

•

structure

•

argument.

For examples of how individual lecturers have used the rubrics to assess student work, see
Models of reading tasks.

• Sample marking rubrics for reading tasks may be found in Appendix 8.

“The Reading Tasks kept me constantly engaged and motivated.”
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8. Creating a community of practice in tutorials
Tutorials can be thought of as communities of practice because they bring together students
to learn in a collective environment where they work together to do something better. The
practice at the heart of the literary studies tutorial, when viewed as a community, is engaged,
responsive and critical reading of literary texts (See Wenger:
http://www.ewenger.com/theory/index.htm.) It’s good pedagogical practice, and very useful
for topic evaluation, to involve students in forms of self-assessment, peer review and
evaluation during the semester. We suggest that you and your students join together to create
and use a rubric as follows:

Students mark each tutorial
•

Was the discussion stimulating?

•

Was there evidence that all students had read the text?

•

Did students make connections between the texts and concepts, or between the different
texts they were reading?

•

Students might rank tutorials from favourite to least favourite or challenging to least
challenging.

•

How did the students find the books or the tutorial learning activities?

•

What worked? What didn’t work?

•

What aspects of the tutorial enhanced their knowledge and skills?

Students evaluate their own performance in tutorials
•

Did the student complete the readings?

•

Did the student encourage someone else to speak in a tutorial?

•

Did the student talk about the text to another student rather than just to the tutor?
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Appendix 1: Reading practices survey
Your identity will not be provided to your tutor. At the same time in order to maintain a
longitudinal nature of this survey we need to link your responses across time. Therefore
please separate part above  sign and place it in the envelope. The sealed envelope will be
given to a neutral data entry assistant who will link your responses but provide your tutors
with unidentified data.
First Name

………………….………………….………………….………………….

Surname

………………….………………….………………….………………….

Student ID Number

………………….………………….………………….………………….

Uni Email Address

………………….………………….………………….………………….

1101
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



1101 Reading Resilience Entrance Survey
1. How old are you? (please circle)
Under 20

21-25

26-30

31-40

41-50

50+

2. What is your sex/gender? _______________________________________

3. What degree are you studying? __________________________________

4. Which English topics have you completed prior to this one?

5. How did you enter university?
School leaver
Foundation course
Mature-aged student
Other (please specify) __________________________________________________

6. What previous education have you undertaken?
High school
TAFE
University study/transfer
Other (please specify)____________________________________________________
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7. How many hours per week do you work outside of your university studies?
Fewer than 10

11-15

16-25

25+

8. What other commitments do you have that affect your commitment to study?
Family/children
Artistic pursuits
Sporting commitments
Other (please specify)______________________________________________________

9. Outside of your university studies, how many books would you normally read a year?
0

1-5

6-10

11-15

15-20

20+

Please answer the following questions:
Over the course of my
English study at
University, I have not
completed a set text
because…

All the
time

7 or
more
times

6-7
times

4-5
times

2-3
times

Once

Never

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

I found the language, plot
or characters confusing
I ran out of time

Something in the book
offended or upset me

I found the book boring

I did not identify with the
story and / or characters
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Appendix 2: Sample reading guides, reading tasks, and combined
guides and tasks
The following Reading Guides and Tasks were used in classes at the five partner institutions
across the two years of the project.
Reading Guides
Rousseau’s Confessions ………………………………………………………...
Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home - Example 1 ………………………….………….
Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home - Example 2…………………………………..….
Daniel Defoe’s Moll Flanders…………………………………………………..
Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey……………………………………………….
Anne Bronte’s The Tenant of Wildfell Hall ……………………………………
Gustave Flaubert’s Madame Bovary……………………………………………
Thomas Hardy’s Tess of the D’Urbervilles……………………………………..
Primo Levy’s If This is a Man…………………………………………………..
Jean-Dominique Bauby’s The Diving Bell and the Butterfly……………………

Page
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54

Sample Reading Tasks………………………………………………………….

55

Reading Tasks and Guides
JM Coetzee’s Disgrace………………………………………………………….
Louise Doughty’s Whatever You Love…………………………………….…….
Yann Martel’s Life of Pi…………………………………………………………
Ian McEwan’s Saturday…………………………………………………………
Jonathan Franzen’s Freedom……………………………………………………
Alfred Tennyson’s In Memoriam A.H.H. ………………………………………
Amanda Lohrey’s Vertigo……………………………………………………….
Mohsin Hamid’s The Reluctant Fundamentalist………………………………..
Damon Galgut’s In a Strange Room……………………………………………
Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis……………………………………………………
Richard Powers’s Generosity……………………………………………………
Barbara Kingsolver’s The Lacuna………………………………………………

Page
56
58
60
62
66
70
74
78
83
87
91
96
100
102
104
105
106
107
108
109

Henry Lawson’s ‘The Drover’s Wife’ and Barbara Baynton’s ‘The Chosen Vessel’…

Aboriginal Writing During Colonisation ………………………………………
Miles Franklin’s My Brilliant Career…………………………………………..
Christos Tsiolkas’s Loaded……………………………………………………..
Helen Garner’s The First Stone…………………………………………………
JM Coetzee’s Diary of a Bad Year……………………………………………...
Anita Heiss’s Manhattan Dreaming ……………………………………………
Dorothy Porter’s The Monkey’s Mask ………………………………………….
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Reading Guide for Rousseau’s Confessions
Jean Jacques Rousseau’s Confessions, Books One and Two
In reading an excerpt from Rousseau’s Confessions we are encountering a foundational text
in the history of life writing. In her discussion of the Confessions, literary critic Linda
Anderson illuminates the important role Rousseau played in defining life writing in secular
culture. Unlike St Augustine, who wrote his Confessions in A.D. 397 and addressed them to
God, Rousseau wrote his Confessions for the public audience to whom he felt he needed to
justify and explain himself. This was a significant shift, and the use of life writing by public
figures as a means of ‘setting the story straight’ or offering their perspectives on intellectual
and political debates continues to this day (see, for example, Clinton). (Information about
Rousseau as a public and intellectual figure can be found at:
http://www.iep.utm.edu/rousseau/).
In the opening pages of her discussion, Anderson makes some important points about the
Confessions, the most important of which is how Rousseau has influenced the question of
truth in autobiographical writing:
Truth for Rousseau becomes conflated with truthfulness, the non-verifiable intention
of honesty on the part of the author. Truth, therefore, can never be established once
and for all, but can only be presented in terms of the constant reiteration of avowals
and disclaimers by Rousseau himself (44).
Here, of course, we see the historical forebear of Steven Colbert’s “truthiness” (see Miller,
538) and the inception of the problem that has defined autobiography as a genre since
Rousseau. As a Romantic, Rousseau valued the individual, emotional perspective on the
world, and the self, above the objective position put forward by Enlightenment thinking (look
up the entry on Romanticism in the Encyclopaedia Britannica if you need a refresher on
either movement): “There is, for Rousseau, no higher form of knowledge than feeling” (44),
and whether or not feeling, and the knowledge that stems from it, is knowledge worth sharing
is central to the controversies and disappointments stemming from the rise of “confessional
culture” (see Miller, 541).
Anderson’s discussion also highlights other genre traits introduced by Rousseau, which have
equally defined life writing in literary and popular culture. She notes his “prolonged and
insistent” focus on communicating the “truth” about himself (46), and his belief in the
fullness of his knowledge of himself, which he believes he can simply transfer into writing.
Rousseau is not writing to get to know himself better, he is writing to communicate all he
knows to be true about himself to his audience (44–46), and this approach dominated life
writing for a number of centuries (see Smith and Watson). There is also Rousseau’s
unshakeable belief in his own uniqueness, his difference from others (47), which as Miller
and Anderson observe, is perhaps Rousseau’s most influential legacy to the generations of
life writers following him, such as the disgraced James Frey.
This model of life writing, founded on self-knowledge, the communication of truth, and
uniqueness, remains dominant; however, Anderson – referencing Paul de Man and Jacques
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Derrida – points out that a counter view of life writing has emerged in light of the influence
of post-structuralism. (Post-structuralism is associated with theorists including Michel
Foucault, Roland Barthes, Jacques Derrida, Judith Butler). Such a view examines how the
self is constructed through the act of life writing, despite the author’s insistence that his
writing is merely communicating what he knows about himself.
This approach is exemplified in Paul de Man’s suggestion that it is actually the opportunity to
expose shame that motivates Rousseau when he tells the story of the stolen ribbon, rather than
a desire to confess his role in Marion’s dismissal from her position. In this approach, the act
(and the pleasure) of confession – a kind of exhibitionism – is the true motivation for the
writing, and the communication and depiction of Rousseau’s “real” self is merely the ruse for
such an elicit pleasure.
Discussion question
Consider the question of self-knowledge. Develop a position on whether life writing
communicates a self that exists outside the text, or constructs a version of the self through the
writing process itself.
Are you swayed by de Man’s argument that Rousseau is not actually confessing, but
constructing an opportunity to draw pleasure from revealing shame? Is the ‘real’ focus of all
life writing actually the “drama of the self”? (see Anderson, 49–51)
Writing exercise (optional)
Think of an event or moment from your childhood which has the potential to be shaped into
an ‘exemplary’ narrative, a story which epitomises something about you, or which represents
a key moment in your development (where you learned something, lost a belief forever, or
had your ideas challenged or changed). Using Rousseau as a model, write up this event into
an anecdote of development of a few hundred words in length.
Write about the ribbon incident from Marion’s perspective.
Works cited:
Anderson, Linda. Autobiography: New Critical Idiom, Routledge, 2001.
Clinton, Bill. My Life. Knopf Publishing Group, New York: 2004.
Miller, Nancy. ‘The Entangled Self: Genre Bondage in the Age of Memoir’, PMLA 122.2
(2007): 537–548.
Smith, Sidonie and Julia Watson. ‘Autobiographical Subjects’ Reading Autobiography: A
Guide for Interpreting Life Narratives. Minnesota, University of Minneapolis Press, 2001.
15–48.
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Reading Guide for Fun Home Example 1
Things to look for when reading Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home: A Family
Tragicomic
N.B. Words in bold are literary critical or theoretical terms you should familiarise yourself
with and use in your own criticism; see Chris Baldicks’s Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms.
Bechdel’s memoir is a graphic novel (a long narrative told in the form of comics) and tells
the tale of her attempt to understand and come to terms with her relationship with her father.
As a form, graphic memoir fits into the emerging subgenre of life writing. Relationships
between parents and children, or between siblings, are a popular and recurring theme in
memoirs, and popular and literary autobiographies. (If you liked Fun Home, you might
like Art Spiegelman’s Maus and Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis.)
Ariela Freedman notes that not only does Bechdel ‘[position] her memoir at the intersection
of image, narrative, autobiography and history [but she also] makes an additional play for
high literary status by larding her book with the influence of canonical modernist
literature, not only through frequent and explicit citation and reference but also by subtler
formal, thematic and textual gestures. In telling her story, Bechdel explicitly places the
graphic narrative in irreverent, iconoclastic dialogue with literary modernism. In repeatedly
citing, revising and challenging writers including Joyce, Fitzgerald and Proust, she is inviting
the reader to read her book alongside theirs and making a space for herself on the shelf of
modernist literature’ (126).
Fun Home announces its interest in the relationship between Bechdel and her father on its
opening page: ‘Like many fathers, mine could occasionally be prevailed upon for a spot of
“airplane”’ (3). However, it also includes many visual motifs that are central to the story,
such as: the place of literature (note the presence of a copy of Anna Karenina during the
moment of ‘perfect balance’ between Alison and her father), the rarity of physical contact
between father and daughter, and the house’s ornate interior decoration—‘embellishment in
the worst sense’(16)—which is a source of tension throughout.
Examine each frame in the opening page. Reading graphic novels requires the reader to
negotiate the relationship between text and image within each frame, and the relationship
between frames. It is important to recognise that ‘[i]n comics, the images are not illustrative
of the text, but comprise a separate narrative thread that moves forward in time in a different
way than the prose text, which also moves the reader forward in time’ (Chute and DeKoven
769). It is the dynamic interaction between text and image that makes comics a particularly
evocative form of life writing; however, it does require the reader to ‘slow down enough to
make the connections between image and text and from panel to panel’ (770). Like all texts,
graphic novels require the reader to be actively engaged in the making of meaning, but
perhaps only comics require us to learn to read relationships between different modes of
representation (text and image) in the telling of a story.
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Points to consider for tutorial discussion and in-class presentations:
•

Why does Bechdel juxtapose the child’s voice with the mature voice of the now-adult
narrator?

•

Have you read other texts that similarly juxtapose the perspective of the child and of the
adult? Discuss the differences and/or similarities between one of these texts and
Bechdel’s (Jane Eyre is one example and Atonement is another.)

•

If you haven’t read Anna Karenina, for the purposes of this exercise it’s okay to look up a
plot summary of Tolstoy’s semi-autobiographical canonical nineteenth-century realist
novel—try the Wikipedia entry. Discuss why Bechdel might have chosen it as an
intertext.

•

If you look up the myth of Icarus on Wikipedia, you will see how often it has been
appropriated in modern art, including literature. Discuss why Bechdel might have
chosen it as an intertext.

•

Taking into account what you have read about comics in Chute and DeKoven, discuss the
word play in the full title of Bechdel’s text: Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic.

•

Think about how the graphic novel works on the page compared to the other texts we
have read this semester. Take a page you find particularly interesting and be prepared to
analyse its structure in terms of the relationship of one frame to another, the function of
the gutter, etc.

•

Discuss the role of memory in Fun Home.

Works cited:
Chute, Hilary, and Marianne DeKoven. “Introduction: Graphic Narrative.” Modern Fiction
Studies 52.4 (2006) 768–82.
Freedman, Ariela. “Drawing on Modernism in Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home.” Journal of
Modern Literature 32:4 (2009). 125–40.
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Reading Guide for Fun Home Example 2
Things to look for when reading Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home
Read Eakin’s chapter (from How Our Lives Become Stories). Bechdel’s autobiography is in
the form of graphic novel (a long narrative told in the form of comics) and tells the tale of
Bechdel’s attempt to understand and come to terms with her relationship with her father.
As a form, the graphic novel is an emerging subgenre of life writing. The topic of the
relationships between parents and children, or between siblings, is a popular and recurring
one in memoir, popular and literary autobiographies.
Have you read any other relational autobiographies? List them in your reading task.
Fun Home announces its interest in the relationship between Bechdel and her father on its
opening page: “Like many fathers, mine could occasionally be prevailed upon for a spot of
‘airplane’” (3). However, it also includes many visual motifs that are central to story, such as
the presence of literature (note Anna Karenina lying beside the moment of “perfect balance”
between Alison and her father), the house’s ornate interior (which is the subject of pages
immediately following and a source of tension throughout the narrative), and the rarity of
physical contact between father and daughter.
Examine each frame in the opening page carefully; reading graphic novels requires the reader
to interpret the relationship between text and images within each frame, and the relationship
between frames. It is important to recognise that: “In comics, the images are not illustrative
of the text, but comprise a separate narrative thread that moves forward in time in a different
way than the prose text, which also moves the reader forward in time” (Chute and DeKoven,
769). It is the dynamic interaction between text and image which makes comics a particularly
evocative form of life writing, however it does require the reader to “slow down enough to
make the connections between image and text and from panel to panel” (Chute and DeKoven,
770); like all reading, encountering graphic novels requires the reader to be actively engaged
in the making of meaning, but unique to comics is the requirement that we learn to read
relationships between different modes of representation (text and image) in the telling of a
story.
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Some questions to consider when reading Fun Home:
•

Look up the myth of Icarus and Daedalus in the Encyclopaedia Britannica (available
online via the Library’s Reference section) and make a note of what you think
Bechdel is trying to say about her relationship with her father by making this
reference in the opening pages of her story.

•

Make a list of characters you encounter in the text (and their relationships to other
characters). You might like to pencil this in the front of your book.

•

Bechdel employs a first person narrator – and combines the innocent child voice (and
present tense) with a more knowing, past tense narrator. How does this style of
narration impact upon how you read this autobiography? Tag sections (with sticky
notes) where narrative style seems significant.

•

Bechdel makes use of a lot of literary references in this book, and books are visually
very present. What role do books and reading play in Alison’s relationship with her
father?

•

Were there any references you didn’t understand? Underline them. Choose one to
raise in class or on the subject forum.

•

Does Bechdel draw you (the reader) into the search for understanding about her
father? If yes, how? Tag passages that you responded to emotionally, or that struck
you with their pathos.

•

Sexuality and truth are drawn into a complex dynamic in this story: identify and
highlight a section of the narrative that exemplifies this.

•

How does Bechdel represent her parents’ marriage? How does she use their marriage
to develop and further the questions she has about her father’s sexuality?

Works Cited:
Chute, Hilary and Marianne DeKoven. ‘Introduction: Graphic Narrative’. Modern Fiction
Studies. 52.4, Winter 2006. 768-782.
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Reading Guide for Moll Flanders
Things to Look for When Reading … The Fortunes and Misfortunes of the Famous Moll
Flanders (1722) by Daniel Defoe.

Moll Flanderstells the story of a woman who sometimes goes by the name of Moll Flanders,
who was born in Newgate prison, and whose life was made difficult by a range of
circumstances, bad luck and bad decisions.
While reading Moll Flanders keep in mind that it is one of the first novels ever written in
English. We strongly recommend you have a look at the entry on “the novel” in the Bedford
Glossary. Prior to this, literature existed in many forms, such as poetry, including epic poems,
plays, letters, histories, biographies, travel narratives, Romances, Biblical and devotional
writing, and essays. Miguel Cervantes’ Don Quixote (published 1605 and 1615) is an early
Spanish-language novel. In English, Daniel Defoe’s 1719 Robinson Crusoe is often
considered the first novel (other contenders for the title include Samuel Richardson’s Pamela
(1740) which displays more characteristics commonly associated with novels in terms of plot,
characterisation, narrative and character arcs and so on). Biographies and autobiographies
were popular and one subgenre was “scandalous memoirs” or “rogue biographies” which
were highly successful in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Defoe modeled his
fictional story of Moll Flanders on the established form of shocking disclosures in these
scandalous memoirs, and their publishing successes.
Look up Newgate Prison and the system of transportation of convicts to Virginia on the
internet to provide some context.
Language
Defoe’s eighteenth century vocabulary is evident here but the novel is written in the voice of
a largely uneducated woman and therefore lacks the effusive prose of other texts of the era.
Compare the writing style to other eighteenth and nineteenth century texts you have read.
Defoe’s use of words and phrases like “durst not” and “distemper” requires some adjusting to
for some readers. It might be useful to listen to a short amount of the audio from Librivox
(www.librivox.org) to get the sound of the language in your head.
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Working with footnotes
The Norton Critical Editions of canonical works of literature are put together with much
research by scholars who are experts in the field. They use the most authoritative version of
the text. In these editions, the footnotes are at the bottom of the page and the reader can
choose whether to make use of this contextual information or not. It is up to you whether you
read each footnote as it comes up, read them all at the end of a page or chapter, or ignore
them completely. They can be very useful in developing an understanding of the text and the
context of the novel.

The Title and the Author’s Preface:
How does the Author’s Preface inform our reading of the novel?
Defoe writes in the fictionalised voice of an authorial narrator who has prepared Moll’s story
for publication:
“It is true that the original of this story is put into new words, and the style of the famous lady
we here speak of is a little altered; particularly she is made to tell her own tale in modester
words that she told it at first, the copy which came first to hand having been written in
language more like one still in Newgate than one grown penitent and humble, as she
afterwards pretends to be.” He also writes that his role is to take Moll’s story and “put [it]
into a dress fit to be seen” (3).
Note that his use of the metaphor “dress” here is telling, given the role that garments, dress,
linen, lace and brocade play throughout the tale.
After finishing the novel, go back and re-read the Author’s Preface and reconsider its role in
establishing the meaning of the book.
Other books you may have read:
-

Compare Moll Flanders with
o Oscar Wilde’s De Profundis: Consider expressions of repentance in Oscar Wilde
with Moll’s while in Newgate.
o Charlotte Bronte Jane Eyre: Like Moll Flanders, Jane Eyre is born into low and
difficult circumstances and develops her independence in the world.
o Belle de Jour’s The Intimate Adventures of a London Call Girl: Think about the
construction of women and sexuality in these two books.
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Reading Guide for Northanger Abbey
Things to Look for When Reading Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey
Not sharing in the wit of Lizzie Bennet from Pride and Prejudice nor the beauty of Emma
from Emma, Catherine Morland is a plain girl in a plain and only moderately wealthy family
experiencing her first “introduction to society” on a six week trip to Bath, England. It’s
(roughly) 1803. Away from her family, Catherine hopes to find dramatic experiences and
dashing heroes like those she reads about in her novels. Instead she finds a vacuous friend
Isabella and two suitors – her friend’s brother John Thorpe and Henry Tilney. Her love for
reading and her fondness for the supernatural romance gets her into a bit of trouble when
staying with Henry’s family, but social concerns around money are the real culprit here.
Interesting facts about Northanger Abbey:
• The novel was originally called Susan and was Austen’s first sold, but last published
novel, released together with Persuasion, after Austen’s death in 1817. Although it
was revised, it is considered exemplary of Austen’s early work and often maligned for
this. See the correspondence on p. 241 of the Broadview edition of the novel
(available in the library and in UniBooks) for more about this.
• The novel is part of a wider debate about the value of reading this relatively new form
of creative writing, the novel, and what impact this form of reading might have upon
impressionable young things reading them. We can see this mirrored in contemporary
debates around computer games and heavy metal music.
• The book Udolpho by Ann Radcliffe is repeatedly referred to here (along with
numerous other works). Udolpho is a classic gothic novel, first published in 1794, it
tells the story of Emily St Aubert and her experiences with a creepy castle, a ruthless
villain, a thwarted love affair with Valancourt and both supernatural and
psychological terror.
Watch this clip:
Northanger Abbey like many other nineteenth century novels, has been adapted to screen.
Though, unusual for a Jane Austen book, there are only two adaptations so far. This clip
comes from the 2007 ITV adaptation starring Felicity Jones and Carey Mulligan
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VO2tmarMzO4
A small note about footnotes
Some readers like to refer to each footnote as it is inserted in the text. Others like to scan a
bunch of footnotes periodically to make sure nothing key was missed. Some find the
footnotes at the bottom of the page to be distracting; however, we can train ourselves to read
or ignore these as we see fit, and to be efficient in scanning them. Footnotes at the back of the
book are considerably more difficult to include in our reading practice. The kind and content
of footnotes you have will depend of course on the edition of the text you are reading. For
those reading or with access to the Broadview edition, consider the role of the footnotes in
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Chapter 6. Chapter 6 is a key moment in the characterisation of Isabella in comparison to our
heroine Catherine. Much of this characterisation is done through the discussion of reading
habits – and in this way Austen keeps the characterisation tied to one of the themes of the
book. Without the footnote indicating that Sir Charles Grandison is a novel by Samuel
Richardson, an important novelist of the mid-eighteenth century, and providing the
information that Austen herself was a big fan of this book, it is harder for contemporary
readers to appreciate the subtle characteristion of Isabella. Consider this in light of the
chapter’s opening sentence that reads “The following conversation … is given as a specimen
of their very warm attachment, and of the delicacy, discretion, originality of thought, and
literary taste which marked the reasonableness of that attachment” (p. 60.) -we can see here a
gap opening up between the literal meaning of the words Austen uses (delicacy, discretion,
originality of thought and literary taste) and the picture she is painting of Isabella as the
opposite.
What’s it about/Major Themes
•
•
•
•
•

Expectations, and more specifically the dangers of expecting life to be like a novel.
“Common life” vs heroic life.
The way concerns about money (who has it and who doesn’t) impacts relationships
and marriage prospects.
Constraints of gender.
Marrying for love.

A couple of tasks to do before the tutorial:
•

Look up these terms in the Bedford Glossary. How do they relate to Northanger
Abbey?
- Didactic
- Irony (this is a notoriously slippery term and you may want to look it up in a
couple of different sources to help you get a grasp of it).
- You might find it useful to map the characters on a piece of paper to keep straight
who is the sister of whom.

If you liked Northanger Abbey, you might like:


Ann Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho
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Reading Guide for The Tenant of Wildfell Hall
Things to Look for When Reading Anne Brontë’s
The Tenant of Wildfell Hall
It’s difficult being the youngest child, especially when you have two very talented sisters who
are writers and an older brother who is an alcoholic! This was the lot of Anne Brontë. The
lesser known of the three Brontë sisters, Anne’s wrote two novels: Agnes Grey (1847) and
The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (1848) (hereafter referred to as The Tenant). Her novels were
thought to offer more realist observations on life and love than the more Romantic novels of
her sisters Charlotte (best known for Jane Eyre) and Emily (best known for Wuthering
Heights). Poor Anne died at a very young age (29) from tuberculosis. She never married nor
had children.
Interesting facts about The Tenant:
• It’s thought that Anne’s writing (she wrote two novels and poetry) was
autobiographical—based on her family life, her experiences working as a governess,
and her position as a writer. Consider how knowledge of Anne’s life might influence
how we interpret The Tenant.
• The Tenant was a commercial success, published under the male pseudonym “Acton
Bell”. However, when Anne died, Charlotte prevented the novel being republished.
• The novel received mixed critical reviews on its publication.
• Is thought to be one of the first feminist novels.
Watch this clip: The Tenant was adapted for the screen in a 1996 TV mini series starring Tara
Fitzgerald and Rupert Graves. Do a YouTube search and you’ll find quite a few clips. How
does the mini-series interpret the novel?

What’s it about/Major Themes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Love and marriage/marriage breakdown/adultery/betrayal.
Domestic violence.
The position of woman in society (and in the law); power and powerlessness.
Gossip.
Class; Rural life vs urban life.
Alcoholism/debauchery.
Religion, morality and redemption.

A couple of tasks to do before the tutorial:
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•
•

As mentioned above, Charlotte Brontë prevented The Tenant from being republished
after Anne’s death. Find out why.
How was The Tenant received by critics at its time of publication? Find a couple of
short quotes.

Structure, Narrative and Plot:
•
•

•
•
•

The central issue of the novel is the romance between Helen Graham/Huntington and
Gilbert Markham, and the mystery that surrounds Helen—the tenant of Wildfell Hall.
The story is told through letters from Gilbert Markham to his brother-in-law Halford,
looking back to events that happened twenty-years ago. The epistolary narrative
structure also contains another narrative, Helen’s diary, which she gives Gilbert to
explain her earlier life. The diary narrative makes up about half of the novel.
The plot is dramatic, and Brontë depicts characters with a great deal of
psychological realism and complexity.
The novel is a novel of education—a Bildungsroman, concerned with the moral
development of the protagonist (which only comes through life experience)
Helen Huntington’s life and plight comes to represents society more broadly, as The
Tenant becomes a critique of society of the time.

Language:
•

•

If you’ve read Charlotte Brontë’s Wuthering Heights consider the differences in
language between it and The Tenant. Make a few notes to describe language in Anne
Brontë’s novel.
The Tenant is full of literary references and allusions, a testament to Brontë’s literary
knowledge/reading. She refers to the Bible, Milton, Pope, Scott, and Thomas Moore
(amongst others) (see McDonagh, “Introduction” to the Oxford Critical Edition of The
Tenant of Wildfell Hall). 1

If you liked The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, you might like:
•
•
•

Agnes Grey, Anne Brontë’s first novel and thought to be autobiographical.
Jane Eyre, by Charlotte Brontë (incidentally one of my favourite novels!). Perhaps
you read this in first year Approaches to Literature.
Wuthering Heights by Emily Brontë—a much-loved Gothic romance.

1

McDonagh, Josephine. “Introduction.” Anne Brontë The Tenant of Wildfell Hall. Oxford: Oxford World
Classics, 2008.
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Reading Guide for Madame Bovary
Things to Look for When Reading Gustave Flaubert’s
Madame Bovary

Emma Bovary dreams of one kind of life, filled with romance, riches, balls, dresses, and
flattery. She lives quite another life as the wife of a mediocre provincial doctor. To escape the
boredom of her lot in life, Emma makes decisions that are not in keeping with her position in
society. Sex, death, disfigurement, adultery: this book has it all. Maybe that’s why Madame
Bovary is frequently in the top ten best books ever written, or maybe it’s because the
language is so finely wrought as Flaubert sought out the “bon mot” (perfect word).
Interesting facts:
•
•
•
•

Madame Bovary was Flaubert’s first-published novel.
It was extremely racy for its time and caused a sensation. Flaubert was charged with
obscenity and atheism and the case went to trial in January 1857 but was acquitted.
Madame Bovary appeared in installments in October 1, 1856 and December 15, 1856,
and was published as a book in April 1857.
Flaubert wrote many letters that give insight in the genesis and execution of Madame
Bovary (no pun intended): “The entire value of my book, if it has any, will consist of
my having known how to walk straight ahead on a hair, balanced above the two
abysses of lyricism and vulgarity (which I seek to fuse in analytical narrative)”
(p.302 of the Norton Critical edition), and “Last week I spent five days writing one
page” (p.304).

Watch this clip:
There have been numerous adaptations of Madame Bovary over the years including a 1933
film by Jean Renoir and a 1949 film by Vincente Minnelli. The 2000 BBC miniseries
adaptation directed by Tim Fywell starred Australian actor Frances O’Connor as Emma
Bovary and Hugh Bonneville as Charles. Watch this trailer for the 1991 version directed by
Claude Chabrol : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=loKOicqNe5Y
A note about reading in translation:
Unlike the other texts you will read for this topic, Madame Bovary was written in French.
Numerous translations of the text have been made over time, each with subtly different
inflections. You are most likely to have either the Eleanor Marx Aveling translation or the
Paul de Man translation, which was based on Aveling’s. The translations are markedly
different in some cases with de Man’s attempting to update some of Aveling’s quite dated
phrasings.
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What it’s about/ major themes:
•
•
•
•
•

Fantasy versus reality.
The fate of intelligent women in a patriarchal society.
Hopes, dreams and aspirations and what financial and emotional damage might be
caused by them.
The bourgeoisie (ruling class), the rise of the middle class, and consumerism.
Language.

A couple of tasks to do before the tutorial:
•

Look up these words in The Bedford Glossary of Literary Terms, or similar:
 free indirect discourse and unintrusive narrator.
 realism and sociological novel.
 Irony, tragedy, pathos, foreshadowing.

Read in the Norton Critical edition of Madame Bovary, or online, Flaubert’s letter to Elisa
Schlesinger about the accusations of obscenity and atheism (pp 311-312 of the Norton).

Structure, Narrative and Plot
•
•
•
•

consider the way the novel begins with Charles’s youth. How does the novel end?
Why does Flaubert structure it in this way, when the book is called Madame Bovary
and tells most of the story from Emma’s perspective?
compare Homais’ life with Charles Bovary’s at the end of the novel / why does the
novel end with Homais?
consider, then, the comparison between Madame Homais and Emma Bovary.
Make a list of the key turning points in the novel.

Language:
•

Language is really important to Madame Bovary. Flaubert agonised over every word.
Choose a passage that you think demonstrates Flaubert’s mastery of language, his
particular style. We’ll discuss this in class.

If you liked Madame Bovary, you might like:.
•

Dangerous Liaisons by Choderlos de Laclos, Anna Karenina, by Leo Tolstoy, or Sons
and Lovers by D.H. Lawrence .
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Reading Guide for Tess of the d’Urbervilles
Things to Look for When Reading Thomas Hardy’sTess of the
D’Urbervilles
At this point in the semester, having read all of the novels, you are hopefully in a position to
make useful comparisons between all of the texts. Such comparisons will be important in
helping you make decisions about your final essay. So, we encourage you to (again) make
notes as you read: use a folded piece of paper that you can insert inside your copy of Tess and
jot down any themes or aspects of style that you think might link it with the other books
you’ve read in this topic.
Interesting facts about Tess of the D’Urbervilles:
• It was the favourite novel in this topic last year (as voted by the students in their topic
evaluations!) I wonder why? Why do we enjoy sad, tragic stories?
• It was highly controversial in its day because it challenged people’s attitudes about
sex. It also tends to divide readers in terms of which characters readers find likeable
and which characters are disliked.
• It was originally published as a serial, in weekly installments in The Graphic. Initially
the novel was turned down by several magazines “for the outspokenness of its subject
matter”, the manuscript was eventually edited beyond recognition before it was
published (LaValley 4). 2 Hardy restored the original text when it was eventually
published as a novel. Hardy wrote one more novel after Tess (Jude the Obscure—
which also proved to be controversial), but was so disillusioned with the criticism he
received for these novels, he turned exclusively to his true love: poetry.
• There have been seven (!) film and TV adaptations of Tess. In class we’ll devote some
time to discussing the ongoing appeal of this story.
Watch this clip: Go on YouTube and search “Tess of the D’Urbervilles”. Look out for the
most recent adaptation (2008) and see what you think! This adaptation is also available for
download on iTunes. What’s most interesting about adaptations is the ways in which they
interpret and make meanings for the original text. Look at one or two scenes from the 2008
adaptation and see if they are how you imagined the characters/events from reading the book.
What’s it about/Major Themes
•

•

In her (excellent) introduction in the Oxford World Classic’s edition of Tess, Penny
Boumelha refers to the novel as a “sexual tragedy” (xiii).3 Spend some time thinking
about this idea and we’ll discuss it in class.
Even though Tess is set in a non-specific time and place, Boumelha notes how 19th
century England is strongly evident in the novel (she makes a list xiii-xvi; I

2

LaValley, Albert J. Tess of the D’Urbervilles: A Collection of Critical Essays. London: Prentice Hall, 1969.
Boumelha, Penny. “Introduction.” Thomas Hardy Tess of the D’Urbervilles. Oxford: Oxford World Classics,
2008.

3
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•
•
•
•
•
•

recommend you read this). As Boumelha asserts, a read of Tess is “enriched by an
understanding of how intimately it is related to the moral debates and fictional
developments of its time of writing” (xiii).
Tess is concerned with the changing social conditions affecting women. You might
like to make a list of how this theme recurs in the text.
Tess has been described as a defence of Tess’s virtue? (see Boumelha xvi-xvii).
Consider the (ambiguous) representation of sex/sexuality in the novel.
The book’s title reveals how class and gender are important themes in the novel.
There are a number of events in the text which suggest that tradition/nature vs
modernisation/technology is an important theme.
The book is full of references to religion/spirituality/paganism.

A couple of tasks to do before the tutorial:
•
•

Plot Tess’s journey in a timeline (perhaps on the inside cover of your novel or on a
piece of paper you can keep in the inside cover).
Now that we’ve reached the final novel for ENGL 3110, make a list that compares
and contrasts Tess with the other female characters we’ve met in this topic.

Structure, Narrative and Plot:
•

•
•

Boumelha notes that there are no subplots to rival or distract from Tess’s story in the
novel (xiii). If you haven’t already, look up plot in the Bedford Glossary and consider
why Hardy might have taken this particular approach in plotting Tess.
Hardy divides his novel into seven ‘phases’? We’ll explore this and the significance
of their titles in our class discussion.
Boumelha points to Hardy’s use of folktale and myth.

Language:
•
•
•
•

Vernacular and dialect are presented in the novel’s dialogue and is used to establish
the geographical and class backgrounds of characters.
Michael Irwin says of Tess of the d’Urbervilles that ‘everywhere the poet is speaking
through the fiction’. How is the language in Tess poetic?
Omens are prevalent in Tess and are used by Hardy as a literary technique.
Hardy incorporates symbolism in a similar way?

If you liked Tess, you might like:
•

•

Hardy’s final novel Jude the Obscure. It’s a harrowing (even depressing) tale of a
young man who desperately wants to go to university, but life keeps getting in the
way. The novel engages with many of the same themes as Tess.
American novelist Richard Yates’s 1962 novel Revolutionary Road which takes up
similar themes of love, alienation and loss. It’s very tragic, yet beautifully written –
much like Hardy’s novel.
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Reading Guide for If This Is a Man
Things to consider when reading Primo Levi’s If This Is a Man
Levi: “… I wrote If This Is a Man struggling to explain to others, and to myself, the event I
had been involved in, but with no definite literary intention. My model (or, if you prefer, my
style) was that of the ‘weekly report’ commonly used in factories: it must be precise, concise,
and written in a language comprehensible to everybody in the industrial hierarchy” (Roth,
18).

Writing about the events of the Holocaust presents significant challenges for survivors who
choose to become life writers. Indeed, writing about trauma of all kinds is challenging for
writers and readers; the need to present testimony of atrocities requires the cooperation of
readers willing to overcome their own discomfort at what is being written about in order for
the survivor to be heard (see the notes on Levi and Vonnegut for more on this). If This Is a
Man by Primo Levi attempts to communicate and document the experience of the Holocaust
by detailing his time in the death camp of Auschwitz. In the context of this subject, it
provides a case study of writing about trauma where we can analyse and discuss the specific
challenges of writing and reading about events which violate fundamental principles
regarding respect for life, the dignity of individuals, and the relationship between the
powerful and the powerless.

Some questions to consider when reading If This Is a Man:
•

How does the poem at the start of If This Is a Man situate the reader? What,
specifically, do you think Levi is asking of us as readers?

•

Levi’s book is renowned for its use of clear and concise prose, find a sentence you
think exemplifies this style and write a short analysis of Levi’s use of language and
sentence structure (see Byrne for an example of this).

•

Make a list of the central characters of each chapter and their relationship to Levi.
What does this ‘cast’ of characters tell us about the population of Auschwitz?
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•

What kind of prisoner does Levi depict himself as? Find an example of Levi
describing his character as a prisoner and summarise it with a few key words. Write
these key words in the margin of the book.

•

Levi uses first person point of view from the perspective of the survivor. Find an
example where Levi foreshadows the outcome of events he is depicting; how does
foreshadowing work as a technique in this narrative?

•

What is the effect of Levi’s decision to write about the experience of Auschwitz in a
series of vignette chapters? Write some notes on structure and the way it influences
the reader’s engagement with the material.

•

This book details some confronting instances of persecution, are there any points in
the narrative where you found it difficult to keep reading? Mark these with sticky
notes, and write in your reading task about what strategies you used to get back to the
book, or if you stopped reading altogether, why.

References
Byrne, Paul. ‘If This is a Man: Lest We Forget’. The Age Education Resource Centre. April
28 2005.
http://education.theage.com.au/cmspage.php?intid=136&intversion=110
Roth, Philip. ’Philip Roth talks to the Italian writer Primo Levi about his life and times’
London Review of Books. Vol. 8 No. 18 · 23 October 1986.
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Reading Guide for The Diving Bell and the Butterfly
Things to consider when reading The Diving Bell and the Butterfly
Read Frank’s ‘When Bodies Needs Voices’. The Diving Bell and the Butterfly is an example
of the genre of pathography, writing about the experience of illness. This is a common
subgenre of life writing, and is increasingly studied in health sciences courses to encourage
consideration of the patient’s experience in medical care.
Some questions to consider when reading The Diving Bell and The Butterfly:
•

Consider the role of humour in Bauby’s story, what role does it play? Mark a section
where you think humour is being used for specific effect or purpose.

•

Frank suggests that narratives of illness often challenge common perceptions of sick
people: how does Bauby challenge the position of the patient with locked-in
syndrome in his story?

•

Does Bauby resist self-pity in writing about his experiences? What techniques does he
use to do this? Find an example and mark it with a sticky note.

•

Bauby is forced to redefine himself in the face of his illness, what role does writing
play in Bauby’s struggle to find ‘a new map’?

•

Who is Bauby speaking to in this book? How does he imagine his audience?

•

“In the past it was known as a ‘massive stroke’ and you simply died. But improved
resuscitation techniques have now prolonged and refined the agony.” What is Bauby’s
opinion of the doctors who treat him and the medical environment he must live in?

•

Read the chapter titled ‘Voice Off’ closely: what specific elements of his experience
is Bauby focusing on in this short chapter? How does the ending of his imagined play
illuminate his predicament?

•

What are the different roles that Bauby identifies with? Make a list of the roles he
plays in people’s lives, and make a short note regarding how locked-in syndrome
affects each aspect of his life.
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Appendix 2 cont.: Sample Reading Tasks

Reading Task for Anne Bronte’s The Tenant of Wildfell Hall
Read the definitions for narrative, narrator and epistolary novel in the Bedford Glossary.
Gilbert Markham’s narration frames The Tenant of Wildfell Hall. Choose a paragraph or
small section from the novel to explain what type of narrator he is and to speculate on why
Brontë employs him as a narrator.

Reading Task for Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey
Look up the terms Gothic and parody in the Bedford Glossary. Murfin and Ray suggest that
Northanger Abbey “gently” parodies the Gothic tradition. Choose an example from the novel
and discuss how this gentle parody works.

Reading Task for Gustave Flaubert’s Madame Bovary
Read the section where Madame Bovary receives a visit from Monsieur Lherueux. It begins:
“The next day, at dusk, she received a visit from Monsieur Lherueux, the draper. He was a
man of ability, was this shopkeeper ...”
[through to]
“‘How good I was!" she said to herself, thinking of the scarves.’” (Part II, Chapter 5)

Offer an analysis of this extract and consider the significance of this Monsieur Lherueux to
the novel more generally. Read the Bedford Glossary on character to help with your
response.

Reading Task for Thomas Hardy’s Tess of the D’Urbervilles
Look up the term foreshadowing in the Bedford Glossary. Discuss how Hardy uses this
technique in the opening pages of Tess of the D’Urbervilles.
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Appendix 2 cont.: Combined Reading Tasks and Reading Guides
Reading Guide and Reading Task for Disgrace
Reading task: 300 words; 3.5% of final grade; multiple-choice online quiz, 1.5% of final
grade

Things to look for when reading Disgrace
Instructions:
See the Reading Task Criteria Sheet for the way your Reading Task will be graded.
Begin with a sentence or two reflecting on your reading experience (see the criteria sheet)
before responding to two or three of the “starting points” listed below.

N.B. Words in bold are literary critical of theoretical terms you should familiarise yourself
with and use in your own criticism. Abrams’s Glossary of Literary Terms is a reliable
resource, but there are others online.

Read Meffan and Worthington’s essay on ethics in J.M. Coetzee’s Disgrace. This novel is a
confrontational text that speaks to contemporary concerns about national, racial, and
gendered identity, for example, in South Africa in the years after apartheid.
The novel examines the social and political state of the nation in the twentieth century, but is
also concerned with the “disgrace” of the individual and the possibilities and difficulties of
personal and national redemption.
Do any of the other texts we are reading on this course strike you as striving in this way for
political change? If so, list them in your reading task, and consider the question below on the
role of literature and claims about its ethical responsibility.

Bibliography
Meffan, James, and Kim L. Worthington. “Ethics Before Politics: J.M. Coetzee’s Disgrace.”
Mapping the Ethical Turn: A Reader in Ethics, Culture, and Literary Theory. Ed.
Todd F. Davis and Kenneth Womack. Charlottesville: UP of Virginia, 2001. 131-50.
(Read the whole chapter if you wish, but you need only focus on pages 139-47.)
Miller, J. Hillis. “How to Read Literature.” On Literature. London: Routledge, 2002. 115-31.
High Use. The chapter itself will be available through the Library (Go to Course
Resources and click on ENGL1500) and through your Blackboard Site.
Some starting points for the reading task (choose two or three):
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•

After reading Miller’s essay, ‘How to Read Literature’, think about what it means
to be a good reader. What happens when we read? How do you experience the act
of reading? What do you see the role of the literary critic to be? In your reading
task, think about how your developing skills in reading resilience might change
the ways in which you read and respond to texts, and try to develop selfreflexivity in these tasks throughout the semester.

•

Following on from these ideas about how and why we read, think about the ways
in which every text is open to a multiplicity of interpretations. One of the clearest
ways this can be demonstrated is through film adaptation. Watch the 2008
adaptation of Disgrace (dir. Steve Jacobs) and in your reading task analyse and
discuss the decisions Jacobs has made in his interpretation, translation, or
adaptation of Coetzee’s text. Think about why Jacobs might have made such
decisions, and if you were to adapt the novel for film, the kinds of decisions you
might make.

•

Analyse an aspect of the text you found confrontational.

•

Meffan and Worthington’s essay is concerned with the ethical responsibility of
Disgrace. Do you agree that literature’s task is to introduce a sense of justice or
responsibility? Is it right, do you think, to demand this of literature? What can
literature do? What effect can it have? How might this operate (especially in
Disgrace)?

•

In your reading task, consider some of the ways in which Disgrace speaks to
contemporary concerns about identity (racial and gendered, for example), in
particular as it is constructed in terms of the “self” and the “other”. How does the
self interact (or not) with the other in this novel? In fact, who even constitutes the
‘self’ in Disgrace? What does this do to your reading of a stable or bounded
identity in the novel?

•

What is the significance of the novel’s title? If we read Disgrace as the story of a
fall, who or what falls, and would you describe it as a tragic fall?

•

In your reading task, consider the novel’s strategies of narration. Who speaks?
Who is permitted to speak? Is there any response? Think about some of the ways
in which this might pick up on other ideas addressed here, including
responsibility, identity, confrontation, and ethics.
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Reading Guide and Reading Task for Whatever You Love
Reading task: 300 words, 3 percent of final grade; Multiple-choice online quiz, 2 percent of final
grade

Things to Look for when Reading and Writing about Louise Doughty’s
Whatever You Love

Instructions:
See the Reading Task Criteria Sheet for the way your Reading Task will be graded.
Begin with a sentence or two reflecting on your reading experience (see the criteria sheet)
before responding to one or two of the “starting points” listed below. Note which points you
are referring to.
It is essential that you provide evidence from the novel to support your argument. You are
encouraged to quote directly, and you must use MLA parenthetical documentation.
N.B. Words in bold are literary critical or theoretical terms you should familiarise yourself
with and use in your own criticism. Abrams’s Glossary of Literary Terms is a reliable
resource but there are numerous online glossaries.
Whatever You Love fits loosely within the genre of novelistic realism, but genres are always
contaminated, and this novel also fits into a subgenre termed trauma fiction in that it
describes events so painful that they seem beyond language, beyond narrativisation.
Doughty’s first-person narrator’s first words suggest that in such circumstances, “the body
knows things the mind will not admit” (1), and her reference to “muscle memory” recurs
throughout the text. (It may be worth bearing in mind that Laura is a physiotherapist.)
The term trauma comes from medical discourse and refers to a violent blow that causes
injury to the physical body. After Freud, it came to mean a psychological or emotional blow
that causes a profound injury to the mind, to the psyche. Freud’s talking cure was intended if
not to cure psychological trauma at least to ameliorate its effects; often trauma fictions are
viewed as a version of this kind of working through. Betty, of course, dies from her physical
trauma, but while Laura and David survive their psychic traumas, the text does not suggest
they will recover: “Love can be taken away […] but the loss of what we love belongs to us
forever” (304).
Bibliography:
Jonathan Culler. “Narrative.” Literary Theory: A Very Short Introduction. Oxford: Oxford
UP, 82–93. You need read only the first pages for the purposes of this task.
Some starting points for the reading task:
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•

Re-read the epigraph and pages 1 to 3 of the Prologue, down to “repeat that
manoeuvre.” Discuss ways in which elements of the narrative to come are directly
and indirectly foreshadowed here. You might think about what is after all a kind of
repetition, a repeated manoeuvre, functions in this novel in terms of storytelling and
memory.

•

In the same opening passage, notice the shifts from past tense to present tense and
back again, shifts that will recur throughout the narrative alongside shifts between the
temporal past and present. Towards the end the first-person narrator reflects that “We
think of our lives as linear, with a clear beginning and middle and end” and she adds,
in relation to “my story of how my child died [that] [e]verything that happened before
Betty’s death caused it and everything that happened afterwards was a consequence of
it” (282). Discuss in relation to what Jonathan Culler calls “the logic of story” (82).

•

How much do we see of the perspectives of characters other than Laura? Discuss how
this influences our response to her narrative.

•

One reviewer has termed Whatever You Love a revenge tragedy and it could also be
classified as a psychological thriller. Is it in some respects a confessional novel?
How would you classify this text, and why?

•

Analyse an aspect of Laura’s story you found particularly confronting.

•

The Book of Job is a central intertext. Look it up on Wikipedia, and then discuss the
possible relevance of the insertion of puzzling passages from the Old Testament into
Laura’s narrative (5, 16, 17).

•

Doughty’s use of language is often startling. Consider, for example the metaphorical
use of two kinds of broken glass “bound up together by the same oleaginous mess” of
the contents of a jar of mayonnaise for the two women mired in this imploding
(exploding?) marriage. Think about the ordinariness and extraordinariness of the
situation, and the tone of the section that follows as the narrator sees herself as
“tormented by metaphors” that have “infested [her] home” like nits (146). Analyse
this, and any other metaphors or other figurative language that strike you as
interesting, powerful, odd.

•

Discuss ways in which the nearby cliffs work as a recurrent and linking metaphor
throughout the narrative. You might begin by thinking of danger, desire, liminality,
trauma, memory…

•

Discuss the narrator’s construction of the knife block’s position on the kitchen bench
as evidence of what she sees to have been her maternal complacency, her smugness
(237–38).
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Reading Guide and Reading Task for Life of Pi
Reading task: 300 words, 3.5% of final grade; multiple-choice online quiz, 1.5% of final grade

Things to look for when Reading and Writing about Life of Pi

Instructions:
See the Reading Task Criteria Sheet for the way your Reading Task will be graded.
Begin with a sentence or two reflecting on your reading experience (see the criteria sheet)
before responding to two or three of the “starting points” listed below.

N.B. Words in bold are literary critical or theoretical terms you should familiarise yourself
with and use in your own criticism. Abrams’s Glossary of Literary Terms is a reliable
resource but there are numerous online glossaries.

Read Rebecca Duncan’s essay on Life of Pi (details listed below). This novel makes use of
many postmodern strategies (can you recognise any?) and tells the story of Piscine “Pi”
Patel and his survival, after a shipwreck in the Pacific Ocean, on a life raft with four animals,
including a large tiger named Richard Parker.
Duncan describes Life of Pi as a survivor narrative. This topic of survival and trauma, and
in particular, ‘remembering’ trauma (though memory is always a fraught term in this
context), recurs in contemporary literature, and can be seen in many of the texts we are
studying on this course. Would you describe any of the other texts on this course as survivor
narratives? List them, or any others you have read, in your reading task.

Bibliography.
Bennett, Andrew, and Nicholas Royle. “Animals.” An Introduction to Literature, Criticism
and Theory. 4th ed. Harlow: Longman Pearson, 2009. 151-59
Culler, Jonathan. “Narrative.” A Very Short Introduction to Literary Theory. Oxford: Oxford
UP, 2007. 82-93
Duncan, Rebecca. “Life of Pi as Postmodern Survivor Narrative.” Mosaic 41:2 (2008): 16783
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Some starting points for the reading task (choose only one or two):
•

How is trauma presented in Life of Pi, not only in terms of the novel’s content
(though this is, of course, important), but also its form? What narrative strategies does
the novel employ in order to demonstrate or to think through survivor identity? What
does trauma do to the self, and to the narrative? Is there any attempt to restore order to
identity, or do you see identity and selfhood in this novel to remain fragmented,
unstable, multiplicitous? What might this mean for your understanding of survival in
the text?

•

Would you consider the ‘Author’s Note’ at the beginning of the novel to be a part of
the text? (You may like to look at Bennett and Royle’s discussion of peritexts in the
first chapter of their Introduction to Literature, Criticism and Theory, ‘The
Beginning’.) How does the Author’s Note position the reader even before beginning
the rest of the story? What does it do to your understanding of narration and voice
(and their reliability) in the novel?

•

Would you consider it useful to describe Life of Pi as a postcolonial text, as literature
of the diaspora? In what ways (and perhaps in relation to the kind of survivor identity
discussed above) is identity fraught in this novel?

•

Do you think it would be useful to think about this novel as an example of magic
realism? Developing your understanding of its postcoloniality, addressed in the
question above, consider how postcolonialism and magic realism work together in this
novel, and what this enables the novel to do.

•

The animals of Life of Pi, among other things, work to raise a number of questions
about what it means to be human, about how humans differ (if they do) from other
animals. In your task, discuss some of the ways in which the novel thinks through
these kinds of ideas. In particular, you should address how you see this kind of
‘zoography’ to develop ideas not only about the human, but about the posthuman.
(You may find it useful to read Bennett and Royle’s chapter on ‘Animals’, listed in
the bibliography.)

•

Life of Pi is self-conscious and self-reflexive; it plays with time, with linearity, with
voice. List some of these acts of play in your reading task and think about why they
might be employed in this novel. What do these do in the novel? What do they enable
the novel itself to do?
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Reading Guide and Reading Task for Saturday
Ian McEwan’s Saturday

Reading Task No. 3
7% of Final Grade
300 words

Due date: Monday 26 March 12.00 midnight online through Turnitin.

Background
McEwan has said his earliest work was intended to shock into life a moribund British literary
establishment shrivelling in the shadow of its healthier, livelier American counterpart. He
wanted to mobilise “the power of the written word, to make you hear, to make you feel – […]
before all, to make you see” (Here he quotes Conrad’s Preface to The Nigger of the
Narcissus).
As early as his second novel, The Comfort of Strangers (1981), the desire to shock, had
begun to express itself in a dialogic exploration of contemporary ethical questions that
welcomed the reader into an open debate.. The Comfort of Strangers concludes with an
almost-impossible-to-read sadomasochistic murder, but nonetheless he’s talking about
ideas—the patriarchal constructs that we think we have overcome but may in fact continue to
deform our lives.
Dominic Head, one of the best critics of Ian McEwan’s work, says that he is “one of the most
significant British writers” to appear since the 1970s and “possibly the most significant of a
number of writers, including Martin Amis, Kazuo Ishiguro and Graham Swift, who have
resuscitated the link between morality and the novel for a whole generation, in ways that
befit the historical pressures of their time” (Ian McEwan 1).
This political thread runs throughout McEwan’s work, up to and including Solar (2010),
which strips bare the uglier side of the politics of climate change, and Sweet Tooth (2012),
which looks at sinister political influence in the arts.
McEwan always tells a compelling story but he is also always teasing out urgent and often
uncomfortable aspects of social and political culture—he lures us in to thinking about things
we might otherwise choose to ignore. McEwan’s novels cross a zone of intellectual inquiry
that extends over thirty years; he observes, explores, and analyses evolving contemporary
subjects in the private sphere whose experiences then serve as analogies for the public sphere
as it is evolving in post-industrial British and European societies. (This is how realism works.)
He inherits his finely tuned ethical sense, coupled with a sense of political urgency, from
Victorian realists like George Eliot, and modernist realists like Woolf.
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He invites his readers, to debate topical and contentious questions that have ranged from
gender and power to war as contagious disease to Cold War politics to climate change and, in
Saturday, the so-called war on terror.
Instructions:
The task enables you to prepare for the lecture and tutorial, and the classes themselves will
provide instant feedback as they will address material you’ve begun to think about. For this
reason, tasks handed in late will be accepted and commented on but no marks will be allotted.
See the Criteria Sheet on Blackboard (Click on Assessment) for what your tutor will look for
when grading your essay.
Literary Critical and Theoretical Terms: Familiarise yourself with words in bold, and practice
using them in your own criticism. Abrams’s Glossary of Literary Terms is a reliable resource
but there are numerous online glossaries.
Readings: See Timetable. You will see some are required, and others recommended.
___________________________________________________________________________

Critical Response
Use either Option A or Option B or Option C to write 300-word compelling words in
response to the novel set for this week.
You must begin by stating your argument. This is a signpost to your reader, and it helps you
to stay on track.
You must provide accurately transcribed textual evidence from this week’s novel and any
other text you use to support your argument. Use MLA-style parenthetical documentation.
Add a Works Cited in MLA Style. (You will find a much-abridged version of the MLA Hand
Book under Learning Resources on the Blackboard page.

Option A:
“What’s giving [Henry] the shivers?” (125). Why, for example, does he chide himself for
having “voted with the dead” and why does he wonder whether his anxieties might have been
“making a fool of him”? Discuss.
Tips: You might trace the surfacing and resurfacing of Henry’s darker mood in the course of
his Saturday in terms of stream of consciousness, and also identify ways in which it is
experienced on his body. It bobs up as part of the ongoing dialogue he has with himself and
with Daisy. It reappears in response to figures seen in the street or his recollection of a patient.
Often the thought is only half-grasped. For example, “As he opens the door he’s trying to
remember the exact phrasing of a remark Theo made earlier in the day that didn’t trouble him
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at the time” (175). What was Theo’s comment, and what might have triggered Henry’s halfconscious recollection at just that moment? What does his worrying half-thought foreshadow?
Provide evidence from the text (with page references) in support.
Another approach might consider ways in which McEwan uses this particular narrative thread
to investigate the crisis following the destruction of the Twin Towers on 11 September 2001.
What does Henry discover about himself in the course of the day, and what do we discover
about Henry? What might we discover about ourselves? You might find dissonance theory
useful for this discussion (see Tavris and Aronson—chapter 1 is available online at the
ENGL2070 Resources Page through the SSH Library).
Option B: In this week’s reading from On Literature, J. Hillis Miller insists that no matter
how much the examples he offers may differ, each of the opening sentences he quotes
“function[s] as the instantaneous creation of a fictive world. […] They are a genesis, a new
world, a fresh beginning” (32). “For [Miller] the opening sentences of literary works have
special force. They are ‘Open Sesames’ unlocking the door to that particular work’s fictive
realm” (24), transporting him from this world into that other world that is the text. Discuss
the extent to which the opening sentence/sentences of Saturday worked like this for you.
Tips: After you have finished reading Saturday, go back to its opening sentence/s and think
about it from Miller’s perspective. You might, with examples chosen from elsewhere in the
text in support, argue how successful this “establishing shot” is in alerting the reader to
what is to come. Use Miller’s readings for clues on where you might start. For example, is the
opening analeptic, proleptic, or does it obey Miller’s “law of an irruptive start in the middle
of things” (29)? (The Latin term for this is in medias res.) But, again, don’t stop there! What
is the literary effect on the reader of McEwan’s choice of where to begin?
You might consider how well the opening sentence “establish[es] in a single sentence […] a
chief protagonist.” If Perowne “springs to life” for you, does it happen in the first sentence, or
a little later? Discuss, with examples from the text to support your view. You might, of
course, discuss why Perowne does not come to life for you.
An essay that provides a close reading of the opening pages in relation to the opening
sentence or one that looks more broadly at the relationship of the sentence to the whole novel
could work equally well.
Option C: Discuss the neurosurgery that concludes Saturday as a metaphor for the ancient
literary trope of the narrative journey of discovery that is often referred to as “the journey in.”
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READING GUIDE for Tutorials 1 and 2 for Ian McEwan’s Saturday
The lectures will address the reading task topics, and will continue a discussion of the
function of reading and intertextuality and the growing interest in the intersection of scientific
and literary narratives.
•

Where/who is Saturday’s narrator? See Rimmon-Kenan 3–4.

•

How would you classify Saturday in terms of genre? It is of course in the broadest
sense a novel, but can you define it more narrowly?
What is the effect in terms of the narrative’s structure of “conjuring” (McEwan’s own
term for his creation of Atonement’s Briony Tallis) a character who is a neurosurgeon
and whose children are a published poet and a formidable jazz musician? What do
these juxtapositions enable in terms of the structuring of the narrative?
“The truth, now demonstrated, is that Baxter is a special case – a man who believes he
has no future and is therefore free of consequences” (210). Immediately after this
thought flashes into Henry’s mind, he reconsiders where the responsibility lies for the
terror his family is experiencing, and this is of a piece with the thoughts that have
been troubling him since the car accident. Discuss how successfully the home
invasion, and the events that lead up to it, work as a complex figure for an ethical
reading of the political events that are unfolding as the British and the United States
governments decide to invade Iraq. Find evidence in the text to support your reading
and to show how the argument shapes the text as a whole.
Hillis Miller lists and comments on a number of texts that commence with references
to opening windows. Be prepared to discuss the opening scene at the window in
Saturday, and if you have read another novel that includes interesting references to
windows (it’s not an uncommon trope!), compare it with McEwan’s opening.
Food will come up a lot in the course of the semester. Think about the purpose food
fulfils in Saturday, and perhaps compare it with the ways in which preparing and
sharing food functions in other texts you’ve read.

•

•

•

Preparation for Tutorial Two: In the second lecture and tutorial we will focus on “the
genius … in the detail” (67).

•

Why does McEwan lay such stress on this famous phrase from Darwin’s The Origin
of Species? “There is grandeur in this view of life.”

•

Presenters might be interested to look at Book Drum’s Profile for Saturday and find
things to share with us that you found interesting, or that the annotators have missed. I
suggest three annotations per presenter. After discussion with the class and tutor
feedback, presenters may wish to send their annotations to Book Drum, in case they
would like to add them: http://www.bookdrum.com/profiles.html
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Reading Guide and Reading Task for
Jonathan Franzen’s Freedom
Reading Task No. 4

Jonathan Franzen’s Freedom
7% of Final Grade
300 words

Due date: Monday 16 April 12.00 midnight online through Turnitin.
Reminder: You will write a 300-word response from your choice of five of the six novels set
for this course.

Instructions:
The task enables you to prepare for the lecture and tutorial, and the classes themselves will
provide instant feedback as they will address material you’ve begun to think about. For this
reason, tasks handed in late will be accepted and commented on but no marks will be allotted.
See the Criteria Sheet on Blackboard (Click on Assessment) for what your tutor will look for
when grading your essay.

On 23 August 2010 Time designated Franzen “Great American Novelist” and in the
accompanying profile, Lev Grossman characterized him as “a devotee of the wide shot, the
all-embracing, way-we-live-now novel. In that sense he’s a throwback, practically a Victorian.
His characters aren’t jewel thieves or geniuses. They don’t have magical powers, they don’t
solve mysteries, and they don’t live in the future. They don’t bite one another, or not more
than is strictly plausible. Freedom isn’t about a subculture; it’s about the culture. It’s not a
microcosm; it’s a cosm.”

Freedom, published in 2010, is Franzen’s fourth novel. The Corrections (2001) made his
name. His refusal to have Oprah endorse it caused some controversy, but Freedom was
chosen for the Oprah Book Club: http://www.oprah.com/oprahsbookclub/About-the-BookFreedom-by-Jonathan-Franzen-Oprahs-Book-Club_1 His novels have been excerpted in the
New Yorker.
He is an essayist as well as a novelist, and has published in Harper’s and the New Yorker. He
has published three collections of essays: How to Be Alone (2002); The Discomfort Zone
(2006); Farther Away (2012). With Freedom in mind, check out “My Bird Problem”:
http://www.trincoll.edu/Academics/centers/TIIS/Documents/My%20Bird%20Problem%20N
ew%20Yorker%202005.pdf
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It’s important to be aware of Franzen’s rage at the blindly destructive way we live now;
virtuosic expression of his “nice man’s anger.” Through Walter, and less directly through his
other characters, he delivers a linguistic tour de force. He is deeply knowledgeable about
contemporary environmental and international politics, and weaves these sensitively through
his fictional narrative. As you read, keep in mind historical events and people, like the war
against Iraq, and Bush and Cheney, but it is worth knowing that not only is the cerulean
warbler the most endangered migratory songbird in North America but that there is indeed a
reserve in Columbia, and that shade-grown coffee plantations are part of the process of
protecting songbird habitats.
We will talk about the literary influence of Tolstoy’s War and Peace and Shakespeare’s The
Winter’s Tale. It is his deep understanding of the literary history of Shakespeare’s play, and
his self-conscious repetition of the literary genre of romance that makes the intertext really
work. Franzen, following Shakespeare, refuses what would seem to be the inevitable tragic
ending in favour of romance.
Literary Critical and Theoretical Terms: Familiarise yourself with words in bold, and practice
using them in your own criticism. Abrams’s Glossary of Literary Terms is a reliable resource
but there are numerous online glossaries.
Secondary readings: See Timetable. You will see some are required, and others
recommended. You may want to turn to these if you decide to write your research essay on
Freedom.
___________________________________________________________________________
Critical Response
Use either Option A or Option B or Option C to write 300-word compelling words in
response to the novel set for this week.
You must begin by stating your argument. This is a signpost to your reader, and it helps you
to stay on track.
You must provide accurately transcribed textual evidence from this week’s novel and any
other text you use to support your argument. Use MLA-style parenthetical documentation.
Add a Works Cited in MLA Style. (You will find a much-abridged version of the MLA Hand
Book under Learning Resources on the Blackboard page. and a link to Purdue University’s
OWL MLA page.)
Option A:
OPEN SESAME
Transfer the skills you have learned through the process of reading opening sentences and
paragraphs as what J. Hillis Miller terms “Open Sesames” in order to argue that the whole of
the opening chapter (3–28) does or does not foreshadow the rest of the novel.
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Option B:
LITERARY LANGUAGE: Use the opening chapter to “examine how literary language
works in [this novel], and the work that language does” (ENGL2070 Course Outline 2).
Analyse the effects of, for example, Franzen’s straightforward prose style, his word choices,
and his use of dialogue. In terms of word choice, consider particularly the foregrounded
naming of, for example, cities, streets (Tip: Google “Summit Avenue”), people, newspapers,
institutions, companies, lines of dinnerware, types of cars, wine varieties, and so on.
Option C:
FREEDOM: How well does the rhetorical strategy that is the extended discussion of the
environmental effects of the freedom of humans to keep (introduced) domestic cats as pets
serve as a mise en abyme for the complexities surrounding the concept of freedom—
Individual, national, and international—as it threads its way through the narrative?

Reading Guide:
The lectures for Freedom will take up aspects of the reading tasks. They will argue that
Freedom is a pastoral novel, and address the importance of male friendship, particularly in
relation to two central intertexts, The Winter’s Tale and War and Peace.
Topics for tutorial presentations and general discussion.
•

If the Berglund family story is considered to be the central plot, discuss how any one of
these subplots operates in relation to it:
The ever-increasing demand for sources of energy;
The destruction of animal habitats, including those of humans;
The war in Iraq;
The “honey theory of Iraqi reconstruction” and transition from a “state-dominated
economy” to what USAID referred to as “a sustainable market-driven economy” and the
Economist referred to as “a capitalist dream.”

•

Go to this link, and be ready to talk about the importance or not of the survival of the
hard-copy book. You might focus on Walter’s comment on fragmentation:
http://www.zcommunications.org/jonathan-franzen-warns-ebooks-are-corroding-valuesby-alison-flood

•

“Tout comprendre, c’est tout pardonner.” To understand everything is to forgive
everything. War and Peace. Vol. I, Part I, Ch.28. Be ready to talk about this as a way in
to interpreting Freedom. (If you have read War and Peace you may see ways in which
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Tolstoy’s novel influences Franzen’s.)
•

Domestic space is very important in Freedom. Houses are renovated, and their interiors
and sometimes their surrounds are described in minute detail. Analyse the effect of such
realism on an interpretation of either the characters who occupy these houses or of the
text as a whole.

•

Argue that Freedom’s heart is, or is not, one of darkness.

•

Presenters might look at Book Drum’s Profiles and use their visual annotations as a
model for leading class discussion. I suggest three annotations per presenter, but use your
discretion. http://www.bookdrum.com/profiles.html
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Reading Task and Reading Guide for Alfred Tennyson’s
In Memoriam A.H.H
5% of Final Grade
Reading Task
Instructions:
Due date: This task must be completed, and in order to attract marks towards your final
grade, it must be submitted through Turnitin by midnight 19 March.
Reminder: You must respond to all the reading tasks though only the best grades will count
towards your final grade (see ECP). Each response must be submitted online by midnight the
night before the seminar on the text/s concerned. The task enables you to prepare for the
seminar, and the classes themselves will act as regular feedback. For this reason, tasks
handed in late will be accepted on a pass/fail basis. You will receive written feedback, but no
marks will be allotted.
These tasks may well prove to be starting points for a research essay. In keeping with
EMSAH’s policy, you may not repeat work from one piece of assessment to another, but you
may certainly incorporate and build on a reading task in your research essay.
See the Criteria Sheet on Blackboard (Click on Assessment) for what I will look for when
grading your task.
Head your response Option A, B, or C, as appropriate, followed by the title you have given
your task.
Word limit: Do not write more than 500 + 10% in your response. Because part of the task is
to make a compelling argument within the word limit, you will be penalised if your piece is
either shorter or longer than required. (Remember Mark Twain’s famous comment “I would
have written a shorter letter had I had the time.”) Your piece must have a title that
encapsulates your argument. No title? Chances are you have no argument.
The reading tasks will make our seminars more interesting, and will help you to develop your
critical and stylistic skills as you practice constructing clear, concise, strong prose. Edit out
every word that does not directly support and/or develop your argument. Ask yourself: Is that
section absolutely central to your argument? Do you really need that adjective? That
rhetorical flourish? Have you buried your strong verb? (Her tutor suggested she provide
clarification about where her argument was headed. Replace with Her tutor suggested she
clarify her argument. The construction is simple and clear, the indirect nominalization and
the redundant “was headed” have been removed.) For the purposes of these tasks you must
signpost your argument early. Tell me what your focus will be. You must provide
accurately transcribed textual evidence from the relevant primary text and any other text you
use to support your argument. Use MLA-style parenthetical documentation. Add a list of
works cited.
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Literary Critical and Theoretical Terms: Familiarise yourself with words in bold, and
practice using them in your own criticism, including the Reading Tasks. The Blackboard list
of definitions may be helpful.
Primary and secondary readings: See Timetable.
General background: In Memoriam is considered to be the most important long poem in
Victorian literature, and it is central to our understanding of Victorian thought in general, and
the trauma of death in particular. As the critic Robert H. Ross notes: “[s]omewhere in In
Memoriam most of the philosophical, religious, and ethical issues which shook the midVictorian age—and to an astonishing degree shaped the Victorian poetic temper—are
refracted through the sensibility of Tennyson.” And as “Tintern” has been read as the central
Romantic poem of memory, In Memoriam has been seen to fill that role for High
Victorianism.
There is a powerful feeling by the middle of the nineteenth century that the universe may
be godless, and poets like Tennyson and Matthew Arnold (“Dover Beach”) address the
religious crisis that falls under the umbrella terms “faith and doubt.” T.S. Eliot said that the
power of In Memoriam rests not in the quality of its faith but in its doubt: “Its faith is a poor
thing, but its doubt is a very intense experience.” Do you think the poetic speaker of In
Memoriam is a Christian or an agnostic? Is In Memoriam a Christian or a secular poem? Does
the speaker appeal, ultimately, to faith or to science? Choose sections of the poem to support
your position, comparing and contrasting, for example, 55 and 56; 118; 123 and 124; and 130.

•

A.C. Bradley (see the essay in your Norton edition) breaks the poem down into
sections. These are not necessarily “correct” but they are very useful as a way in to
what is a relatively lengthy poem. Despair (1-27) shifts to doubt (28-77) to hope (78102) to faith (103-31). The poem is structured around a temporal frame of three
Christmases, and evolutionary theory is a shaping force.

•

Look for structuring echoes (compulsive repetitions?) between sections and think
about how they work in terms of structuring the poem and how they speak to trauma
and to memory: references to shipwrecks, drownings; birds; doors; hands; yew trees.
Faith and doubt: 33 and 96; 54-56 (See questions 2 and 3 below).
Faith and gender: 33 and 96.

___________________________________________________________________________
5% of the total grade for the course; 500 words, not including quotations.
Use either Option A or Option B or Option C to write a compelling short critical essay.
Option A: Convince your reader that “Fragments of an Elegy” would have been a more
compelling and even a more useful title for Tennyson’s poem in memory of Arthur Hallam
than In Memoriam. Use Hsiao’s “Calculating Loss” as a starting point for your argument,
including her reference to “the conflict between the elegist’s persistent accounting and the
melancholic’s pact with inconsolable magnitude” (7) but consider definitions of elegy beyond
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those she provides. You may if you wish take the opposing view that it would not have been
a better title.
Option B: Discuss the extent to which the poem’s fragmented or shattered construction may
be seen to mirror Tennyson’s experience of loss.
Option C: As Hsaio notes, Tennyson plays with verbal repetition throughout the poem—
indeed she refers to “infinite repetitions” (6). With Freud’s theories as he outlines them in
“Remembering, Repeating and Working Through” in mind, make an argument that this
compulsive repetition signposts the speaker’s melancholic stasis but that the poem as a whole
may be seen as a working through of past trauma in the present, a literary talking cure that
enables the construction of a new narrative. Illustrate your response with textual evidence.
(For the purposes of this short task, you need not go to Freud himself; Whitehead’s
discussion (91-92) will be sufficient.)

Reading Guide
Suggested topics for in-class preparation, and for in-class presentations. Be ready to discuss
five of them with your colleagues.
1. Discuss the distinction between (Freudian) mourning and melancholia, and the ways in
which Hsiao appropriates them for her reading of In Memoriam.
2. Can In Memoriam be read as a form of working through of traumatic loss?
3. What do you understand the term “lost object” to mean in relation to mourning and
melancholia?
4. Hsiao talks about textuality and its links to weaving, and sees pronominal substitution
in the Prologue as “another kind of weaving, an oscillation between symptoms of
melancholic inability to establish firmly the borders of the ego and its possible cure in the
logic offered by the concept of substitution” and “a weaving of reading and writing that
achieves meaning at their points of intersection” (7). What do you think about this?
5. What is Hsaio getting at when she reads “loved and lost” as both narrative and lyric?
6. What do you make of Hsiao’s (I think charming) description of the speaker’s behaviour in
LXXXV as “melancholic loitering”?
7. Hsaio, referring to the relentless iambic tetrameter of the poem in general and to LXXXV
in particular, notes “the origin of pain is always in the present sensation of loss; the present is
a center of pain, altering all perception of past and future. The speaker conceives of himself
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suspended in the moment of impact, the ‘blow’ whose reverberations ‘diffuse’ and multiply
into a refrain of shocks, a single strike over and over evolving and merging with the pulse and
the ever-returning tread of loss, memory transforming the experience of time into an ongoing
rupture between a past of possession and a present of loss.” Let’s discuss!
8. Hsiao refers to John Stuart Mill’s insight that “lyric poetry is not ‘heard’ but ‘overheard’”
(7). What does this mean for us as eavesdropping readers of In Memoriam? Is she correct in
suggesting we are also “co-conspirators in fantastic invention” (7)
9. The poem sees “human creativity [and thus itself] as vain” . . . and yet (7). Why might this
idea be seen to lie at the heart of elegy? In other words, what does elegy do in the world?
10. What genre best classifies In Memoriam? Lyric? Testimony? Lyric sequence? Lyric
fragments? Apostrophe? Autobiographical poetry? Confessional poetry? Be ready to defend
your choice.

11. Tennyson said in the mid-1840s that he intended In Memoriam to be structured as a kind
of Divina Commedia, ending with happiness,” moving from death to the promise of life.
Read the Epilogue and decide how successfully you think this is achieved.
12. Is Hsiao’s essay a model you might follow in your own work? Why/not?
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Reading Task and Reading Guide for Vertigo
Amanda Lohrey’s Vertigo

Reading Task 5

5% of Final Grade
Part A is a multiple choice reading quiz (1%); Part B is prewriting (no grade); Part C is a
300-word essay (4%).

Instructions:
If you choose to complete this task it must be submitted online by midnight on Sunday 3
April.
You must respond to six of the eight novels set on the course, and each response must be
submitted online by midnight on the Sunday before the lecture on the novel concerned. The
task enables you to prepare for the lecture and tutorial, and the classes themselves will act as
instant feedback. For this reason, tasks handed in late will be accepted on a pass/fail basis.
You will receive feedback, but no marks will be allotted.
Begin by answering the two multiple-choice questions, giving the question number and the
letter of the answer you have chosen: e.g. 1.d; 2.f.
Then write a sentence or two reflecting on your affective response before choosing one of
the critical response topics provided. It is essential that in the critical response you provide
evidence from the novel to support your argument. You are encouraged to quote directly
(quoted material is not included in your word count), and you must use MLA parenthetical
documentation.
See the Criteria Sheet on Blackboard (Click on Assessment) for what your tutor will look for
when grading your essay.
Instructions for each section are provided below.
Head your response Option A, B, C as appropriate.
Word limit: Do not write more than 300 + 10% in your response. Part of the task is to make
an argument within the word limit, and you will be penalized if you fail to do this.
Literary Critical and Theoretical Terms: Familiarise yourself with words in bold, and practice
using them in your own criticism, including the Reading Tasks. Abrams’s Glossary of
Literary Terms is a reliable resource but there are numerous online glossaries.
Readings: See Timetable. You will see some are required, and others recommended. Read
the latter when you can, though depending on your approach to the short essay they may be
useful for this week.
Part A: Multiple Choice:
1% of the total grade for the course.
1. The boy leaves Anna and Luke for the last time
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a. in the fire
b. in their second-hand canoe
c. in a skiff
2. Who said of the structure of the pastoral that it “[puts] the complex into the simple”?
a. David James and Philip Tew
b. William Empson
c. Terry Gifford
_________________________________________________________________________
Part B: Prewriting, or shamelessly affective response
No marks; 20 to 100 words. Please stay within the word limit.
Prewriting is a strategy for getting started on a piece of writing. Be as frank as you like! Here
are some suggested points to address:
Although your prewriting need not be critical, use this part of the assignment to work out
what it was about the text that made it, for example, confronting, depressing, annoying,
enchanting, exciting, funny, hard to follow, over-complicated, simplistic, impossible to put
down, impossible to finish. Was there a problem with plot? With characterisation? With
narrative structure? With the author’s choice of language? With the political views advanced?
Was it too long/too short? Was the problem with you? But don’t stop there! Analyse your
response.
Did it satisfy your desire for a good read? Why/not?
Did it make you want to read more novels on a similar topic, in a similar genre, by the same
author? Why/not?
___________________________________________________________________________
Part C: Critical Response
4% of the total grade for the course; 300 words, not including quotations.
Use either Option A or Option B or Option C to write a short critical essay about how
Vertigo “works” in literary terms.
You must provide accurately transcribed textual evidence from this week’s novel and any
other text you use to support your argument. Use MLA-style parenthetical documentation.
There is no need for a bibliography, unless you use a text not included in this week’s
readings.
Option A:
Terry Gifford (see this week’s reading in the Course Outline) argues that “the essential
paradox of the pastoral [is] that a retreat to a place apparently without the anxieties of the
town, or the court, or the present, actually delivers insights into the culture from which it
originates. Pastoral authors [and their urban protagonists—J.S.] are inescapably of their own
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culture and its preoccupations. Thus the pastoral construct always reveals the preoccupations
and tensions of its time” (82). Use this as a point of departure for a discussion of Amanda
Lohrey’s appropriation of the pastoral mode in Australia in a time of global as well as
specifically Australian ecological crisis and, as Luke puts it in referring to international
involvement in the Middle East, “the closest thing ever to a state of permanent war” (68).
Option B:
What is the role of the literally and metaphorically haunting figure of the boy? You might
consider the child himself, and/or how his absent presence in the text might shed light on our
understanding of the characters of Anna and of Luke and of their relationship with each other,
and/or of the structure of the narrative. (Lohrey’s interview with Koval is useful—
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/bookshow/amanda-lohreys-vertigo/3179466)
Option C:
Embedded in Vertigo is an early twentieth-century travel narrative that is an account of a
grieving father’s travels in Palestine (“the Promised Land”) with his wife (64–65). A few
days later, as Luke and Anna travel back to Sydney, Luke looks back to the headland of
Garra Nalla and thinks “This is our Promised Land […] and we are here to stay” (73). If this
verbal repetition asks us to read the historical and the contemporary narratives set as they are
in two apparently inhospitable landscapes in relation to each other, what might be the result
of such a reading?

Background: The text that follows is from a recent talk Lohrey presented on the (post)pastoral:
I want to offer another view of the post-pastoral, [one] that focuses on a particular
aspect of the free market economy and its effects on individual lives. I want to argue
[…] that postmodern capitalism gives rise not so much to a desire to embrace Nature
as such, as to flee the oppressiveness and constraints of the capitalist work culture,
and what I’ve called here, future time.
I want to look at this form of the post-pastoral and this retreat from future time in
relation to recent demographic shifts and the so-called sea and tree change
phenomena. And we’re all familiar with this. For the past three decades, Australians
of all ages have been moving to small rural and coastal towns, prompted not only by a
love of the bush and the coast – indeed in many cases this is secondary - but by rising
housing costs in the major cities, traffic congestion and pollution. In theory, at least,
not only do tree-changers have greater access to undefiled Nature, more to the point,
they can buy a cheap house.
[She went on to quote from Don DeLillo’s 2003 novel Cosmopolis:]
‘The glow of the screens, I love the screens. It’s the glow of cyber-capital. So
radiant and seductive. […] It’s the glow of living in the future. Look at those
numbers running. Look how Money makes time. It used to be the other way
around, but clock time accelerated the rise of capitalism. People stopped thinking
about eternity and began to concentrate on hours, measurable hours, man-hours,
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using labor more efficiently. […] It’s cyber-capital that creates the future. What is
the measurement called a nanosecond?’
‘One billionth of a second,’ he said. ‘And there are Yoctoseconds, one
septillionth of a second.’
‘Good. I’m glad,’ she says, ‘Because time is a corporate asset now. It belongs
to the free market system. The present is harder to find. It’s being sucked out of
the world to make way for the future of uncontrolled markets and huge
investment potential. The future becomes insistent and this is why something will
happen soon, maybe today,’ she said, looking slyly into her hands. ‘To correct the
acceleration of time. To bring nature back to normal, more or less.’ (Cosmopolis
69)
How do we bring nature back to normal? And is this what we want from the postpastoral?
How much of this future time and its dizzying speed can we bear? Floor traders wear out
at around the age of thirty and that’s about the age when a generation begins to get jaded. The
excitements of speed begin to wear off and it turns into a love-hate relationship and the older
you get the more it begins to wear thin.

Topics for tutorial presentations and general discussion.
1. Discuss the possible subtext of the use of the term Promised Land for Garra Nalla in
the light of the history of Palestine as it is described by Treves and as it has unfolded in
the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. (Presenters on this may not respond to Reading
Task Topic C.)
2.

Discuss Lohrey’s choice of title for this novella.

3.
In an author’s note, Lohrey points out that “Readers of Henry Lawson will
recognise references in this work to his poem ‘The Fire at Ross’s Farm’ and the short
story ‘Bushfire.” How do these examples of early Australian Bush literature deepen your
understanding of Vertigo? (Both texts can be found online.)
4.

Argue that Vertigo is or is not a pastoral, or that it is an example of post-pastoral.

5. In their Introduction, James and Tew quote Andrew Ettin on the pastoral: “The
pastoral fully develops the tensions between artifice and what we normally call reality.
Through that tension the pastoral urges us to accept its pretended realism while leaving
us uncertain about how much is really pretended” (qtd 25). Might this help us to
understand Lohrey’s text as pastoral?
6.

Discuss the first paragraph of Vertigo as an “open Sesame.”

7. Presenters might be interested to look at Book Drum’s Profiles and use their visual
annotations as a model for leading class discussion. We suggest three additional
annotations per presenter, but use your discretion.
http://www.bookdrum.com/profiles.html
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Reading Task and Reading Guide for
The Reluctant Fundamentalist
Mohsin Hamid’s The Reluctant Fundamentalist. Reading Task 2
5% of Final Grade
Due date 13 March 2011, online submission
Part A is a multiple choice reading quiz (1%); Part B is prewriting (no grade); Part C is a
300-word response (4%).

Instructions:
If you did not respond to the Ian McEwan reading task last week, you must complete this
one. If you did respond last week, you may choose whether or not to complete this one. You
must respond to six of the eight novels set on the course, and each response must be
submitted online by midnight on the Sunday before the lecture on the novel concerned. The
task enables you to prepare for the lecture and tutorial, and the classes themselves will act as
instant feedback. For this reason, tasks handed in late will be accepted on a pass/fail basis.
You will receive feedback and you will be able to complete the course, but no marks will be
allotted.
Begin by answering the two multiple-choice questions, giving the question number and the
letter of the answer you have chosen: e.g. 1.d; 2.f.
Then write a sentence or two reflecting on your affective response before choosing one of
the critical topics provided. Directions are set out below, under Part C.
See the Criteria Sheet on Blackboard for what your tutor will look for when grading the
critical response.
Literary Critical and Theoretical Terms: Familiarise yourself with words in bold, and use
them in your own criticism, including the Reading Tasks. Abrams’s Glossary of Literary
Terms is a reliable resource but there are numerous online glossaries

Readings: See Timetable. Those additional readings that are essential for completing the
short-answer questions are in bold. Read the others when you can, though they may be useful
for this week, depending on your approach to the short essay:
Part A: Multiple Choice:
1% of the total grade for the course.
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1. When Changez realises his “days of focusing on fundamentals were done” he is in
a. New York
b. Lahore
c. Valparaiso.

2. In this week’s reading from On Literature, J. Hillis Miller says that “[l]iterature […] keeps
its secrets.” He is referring to

a. the importance of narrative suspense
b. the role of gaps in the text
c.

the impossibility of ever understanding difficult texts like Homer’s Odyssey.

Part B: Prewriting, or, shamelessly affective response
No grade; no more than 50 words.
Prewriting is a strategy for getting started on a piece of writing. Be as frank as you like!
Here are some suggested points to address—choose one or two:
Although your prewriting need not be critical, use this part of the assignment to work out
what it was about the text that made it, for example, confronting, depressing, annoying,
enchanting, exciting, funny, hard to follow, over-complicated, simplistic, impossible to put
down, impossible to finish. Was there a problem with plot? With characterisation? With
narrative structure? With the author’s choice of language? With the political views advanced?
Was it too long/too short? Was the problem with you? But don’t stop there! Analyse your
response.
Did it satisfy your desire for a good read? Why/not?
Did it make you want to read more novels on a similar topic, in a similar genre, by the same
author? Why/not?
_______________________________________________________________________

Part C: Critical Response
4% of the total grade for the course; 300 words, not including quotations.

Use either Option A or Option B or Option C to write a short essay about how The Reluctant
Fundamentalist “works” in literary terms.
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You must provide accurately transcribed evidence from this week’s novel and any other text
you use to support your argument. Use MLA-style parenthetical documentation. There is
no need for a bibliography, unless you use a text not included in this week’s readings.

Option A:
“Call me Ishmael.”
In the required reading for this week, J. Hillis Miller suggests the “strongest reading” of this
opening sentence of Herman Melville’s Moby Dick “would see it as a peremptory demand: ‘I
command you to call me Ishmael’” (Miller 38). With this in mind, discuss the “performative
dimension” (38) of the first three paragraphs of The Reluctant Fundamentalist.

Option B:
Discuss ways in which Hamid raises issues of identity and belonging, illustrating your
discussion with reference to three characters from The Reluctant Fundamentalist—such as
Changez, Erica, and Jim. You may consider theories of identity, but there is no need to do
so: a close reading of the way the novel deals with these ideas will be quite sufficient. You
might consider how questions relating to the individual might throw light on the broader
political context of New York and Pakistan post 9/11.
Option C:
Explore and discuss the effects of the gaps that occur in this novel as a result of the single
narrative voice. It is a dramatic monologue although it includes the narrator’s remembered
dialogues with other characters. You might trace the shifts in narrative voice between the
scenes in the Anakaly market to those he recounts from, say, his life in New York. Who
speaks? You might also consider the historico-political context of the novel as responding to
a Western discourse that has been “able to manage—and even produce—the Orient
politically, sociologically, militarily, ideologically, scientifically, and imaginatively during
the post-Enlightenment period” (Said 3). (There is a longer quotation below, and Said’s
Introduction to Orientalism is available online through the ENGL2070 Library Resource
page, but you don’t need to refer to it for this exercise.)

Additional topics for tutorial presentations and general discussion:
Remember to bring evidence from the text to bear on any argument you may make.
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The lecture will address orientalism and nostalgia and memory. We will touch on the
importance of intertextuality, including the influence of the French novelist Albert Camus’s
The Fall and F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby. Those of you presenting may wish to
avoid these specific topics, but you may wish to think about them.
•

Hamid has said "Writing is just like learning to make a house or learning to draw. It is
a step by step process. From the works of Camus and Calvino, I learnt how you can
play different games in a novel. From Hemingway I learnt ways in which you can
have a lean masculine narrative; from other writers I learnt how to write small novels.
I read many many writers in the process of writing my own book because when you
see as a reader something expressed the way you want to express it, you find it
useful." --Interview in the News (Pakistan), August 8, 2010. Argue that Hamid’s style
is or is not “lean masculine.”

•

In 1978 the great literary scholar and avowed humanist Edward Said published a book
whose influence continues to be important for us as literary scholars. It is called
Orientalism and historicises and explores the creation of the idea of the Orient, and its
othering, by the West. He added to his masterpiece twice, once in 1995 and again in
2003, shortly before he died. This extract from his 2003 Preface, although it does not
speak directly of Pakistan, might be a useful way in to think about The Reluctant
Fundamentalist, and perhaps Saturday, too.
Said was an Arab who was raised in Egypt and Palestine, but spent his adult life in
New York, working as a Professor of Comparative Literatures at Columbia
University. Clearly there are some similarities between his upbringing and Hamid’s.
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak has said Orientalism is “the source book” for her
discipline, postcolonial theory and criticism (Outside the Teaching Machine, 1993).
You will find the bibliographical details for Orientalism on our blackboard Reading
List.
I emphasise in [Orientalism] that neither the term Orient nor the concept of the
West has any ontological stability; each is made up of human effort, partly
affirmation, partly identification of the Other. That these supreme fictions lend
themselves easily to manipulation and the organization of collective passion has
never been more evident than in our time, when the mobilizations of fear, hatred,
disgust and resurgent self-pride and arrogance—much of it having to do with
Islam and the Arabs on one side, “we” Westerners on the other—are very largescale enterprises. Orientalism’s first page opens with a 1975 description of the
Lebanese Civil War that ended in 1990, but the violence and the ugly shedding of
human blood continues up to this minute. We have had the failure of the Oslo
peace process, the outbreak of the second intifada, and the awful suffering of the
Palestinians on the reinvaded West Bank and Gaza, with Israeli F-16’s and
Apache helicopters used routinely on the defenseless civilians as part of their
collective punishment. The suicide bombing phenomenon has appeared with all
its hideous damage, none more lurid and apocalyptic of course than the events of
September 11 and their aftermath in the wars against Afghanistan and Iraq. As I
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write these lines, the illegal and unsanctioned imperial invasion and occupation of
Iraq by Britain and the United States proceeds, with a prospect of physical
ravagement, political unrest and more invasions that is truly awful to
contemplate. This is all part of what is supposed to be a clash of civilizations,
unending, implacable, irremediable. Nevertheless, I think not.
[…]
[T]here is a difference between knowledge of other peoples and other times that
is the result of understanding, compassion, careful study and analysis for their
own sakes, and on the other hand knowledge—if that is what it is—that is part of
an overall campaign of self-affirmation, belligerency and outright war. There is,
after all, a profound difference between the will to understand for purposes of coexistence and humanistic enlargement of horizons, and the will to dominate for
the purposes of control and external dominion. – Preface (2003) to Orientalism,
1975.
•

How would you classify The Reluctant Fundamentalist in terms of genre? It is of
course in the broadest sense a novel, but can you define it more narrowly? Among the
genres you might consider are autobiographical fiction; psychological realism;
dramatic monologue; polemic. Use examples from the text to defend your choice.

•

Discuss the analogy of the Janissary. (Something of the history of this extraordinary
phenomenon might make a good visual annotation for an in-class presentation.)

•

Do you think the narrator is reliable? Why/not? Use examples from the text to defend
your choice.

•

What role does food perform in this novel? Discuss.

•

Presenters might be interested to look at Book Drum’s Profiles, and use their
“Bookmarks” sections as a model for textual annotations for this week’s novel. Each
presenter would provide three visual annotations, to be discussed with the tutorial
group. We could make them available as a Blackboard resource.
http://www.bookdrum.com/profiles.html
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Reading Guide and Reading Task for Damon Galgut’s
In a Strange Room
5% of Final Grade
Part A is a multiple choice reading quiz (1%); Part B is prewriting (no grade); Part C is a
300-word essay (4%).

Instructions:
If you choose to complete this task it must be submitted online by midnight on Sunday
20 March.
You must respond to six of the eight novels set on the course, and each response must be
submitted online by midnight on the Sunday before the lecture on the novel concerned. The
task enables you to prepare for the lecture and tutorial, and the classes themselves will act as
instant feedback. For this reason, tasks handed in late will be accepted only on a pass/fail
basis. You will receive feedback, but no marks will be allotted.
Begin by answering the two multiple-choice questions, giving the question number and the
letter of the answer you have chosen: e.g. 1.d; 2.f.
Then write a sentence or two reflecting on your affective response before choosing one of
the critical response topics provided. It is essential that in the critical response you provide
evidence from the novel to support your argument. You are encouraged to quote directly, and
you must use MLA parenthetical documentation. You may find it useful to refer back every
so often to the section entitled “The importance of reading” in the “Introduction to Reading
Tasks: Reading Resilience” sheet handed out in the first week, and available form the
Blackboard site.
See the Criteria Sheet on Blackboard (Click on Assessment) for what your tutor will look for
when grading your essay.
Instructions for each section are provided below.
Head your response Option A, B, C as appropriate.

Literary Critical and Theoretical Terms: Familiarise yourself with words in bold, and
practice using them in your own criticism, including the Reading Tasks. Abrams’s Glossary
of Literary Terms is a reliable resource but there are numerous online glossaries.
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Readings: See Timetable. You will see some are required, and others recommended. Read
the latter when you can, though depending on your approach to the short essay they may be
useful for this week:

Part A: Multiple Choice:
1% of the total grade for the course.
1. For the purposes of this question, you may think of Galgut’s complicated text as
autobiography. According to Nicola King’s account (see this week’s critical reading)
autobiography is likely to
a. provide a true account;
b. conflate the “I” narrator and the subject of the autobiography;
c. talk about war, migration, abuse, assault or serious accidents.

2. When they go their separate ways in Lesotho Reiner gives Damon
a. his address in Germany;
b. money;
c. the missing tent pegs.
___________________________________________________________________________
Part B: Prewriting, or shamelessly affective response
No marks; 100 words.
Prewriting is a strategy for getting started on a piece of writing. Be as frank as you like! Here
are some suggested points to address:
Although your prewriting need not be critical, use this part of the assignment to work out
what it was about the text that made it, for example, confronting, depressing, annoying,
enchanting, exciting, funny, hard to follow, over-complicated, simplistic, impossible to put
down, impossible to finish. Was there a problem with plot? With characterisation? With
narrative structure? With the author’s choice of language? With the political views advanced?
Was it too long/too short? Was the problem with you? But don’t stop there! Analyse your
response.
Did it satisfy your desire for a good read? Why/not?
Did it make you want to read more novels on a similar topic, in a similar genre, by the same
author? Why/not?
_________________________________________________________________________
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Part C: Critical Response
4% of the total grade for the course; 300 words, not including quotations.

Use either Option A or Option B or Option C to write a short critical response to how In a
Strange Room “works” in literary terms.
You must provide accurately transcribed textual evidence from this week’s novel and any
other text you use to support your argument. Use MLA-style parenthetical documentation.
There is no need for a works cited, unless you use a text not included in this week’s readings.

Option A:
This is your third opportunity to practise reading the opening sentence/s paragraph/s of a text
as what J. Hillis Miller terms an “open Sesame,” a magic spell that, like a film’s
“establishing shot,” “[unlocks] the door to that particular work’s fictive realm” (On
Literature 24) and foreshadows what is to come. This time, take into account at least the first
page, but don’t go beyond “undulations of the land” on page 5. Argue that the opening
sentences do or do not provide an “open Sesame.”
Option B:
Discuss the roles of memory and identity in In a Strange Room taking into account
surprising shifts between first- and third-person pronouns that sometimes occur within the
same sentence. You could take the paragraph that begins “He gets to the ruins” (5) to
illustrate this technique and to explain its effect. What might Galgut be revealing about the
character/narrator problem in autobiographical fiction? Nicola King’s brief Introduction to
Memory, Narrative, Identity, which is this week’s critical reading, may be helpful.
Option C:
Take up any one of the possible genres for which In a Strange Room might be said to be a
“fit” and discuss the extent to which Galgut’s text fulfils, subverts, and/or transforms that
genre’s characteristic form and thus your expectations as a reader. You might address the text
as, among others, a novella, a short-story cycle, a memoir, a travel narrative, or you might
think of it as a postcolonial or a pastoral fiction. Look up a definition of these genres to help
you choose.

Additional topics for tutorial presentations and general discussion:
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In this week’s lecture, we will consider the effect of Galgut’s appropriation of the ancient
classical genre of pastoral and the role of memory, identity, and autobiography in narrative.
•

Presenters might be interested to look at Book Drum’s Profiles and use their visual
annotations as a model for leading class discussion. We suggest three additional
annotations per presenter, but use your discretion.
http://www.bookdrum.com/profiles.html

•

“These afternoon storms happen almost every day, the heat will build in intensity till
it finally breaks, afterwards there is always this feeling of regeneration, in the
landscape but also between themselves” (36). Landscape and weather have long been
brought to bear to inform fictional characterisation and relationships. Use this
example and one or two others to explain how Damon’s reading of the environment
illuminates, underscores, or undermines his relationships with those he travels with, or
encounters on his travels. (You might also consider possible reasons for the odd
punctuation of the sentence quoted here.)

•

If you have read As I Lay Dying by William Faulkner, explain to your colleagues how
the allusion to this week’s novel (In a Strange Room 46) might inform your
interpretation of the later text, and add to its layers of meaning.

•

Other images of rooms recur. What might be the significance of this repetitive image?

•

How do silences, secrets, and gaps structure the separate sections, and to what extent
do they provide a thematic link?

•

How are physical borders and border crossings reflected at other levels in the
narrative?

•

The environment Damon finds himself in is often described as completely alien to
him, just as the people he meets are entirely other to him. He is even a stranger to
himself. Yet In his March 2011 interview with Ramona Koval on The Book Show,
Galgut suggests that the separate focuses of each part of the book (power, love, and
guardianship) are the primary forms of connection human beings can have with one
another. How does this tension between connecting with others and complete isolation
and loneliness structure the novel?

•

Compare the representations of consciousness in Saturday and In a Strange Room.
Both are written in the present tense, both depict the failures of memory and the
artificiality of storytelling, yet Galgut's text is much more matter of fact than
McEwan's, which is coloured by Henry's perceptions. What is the effect of Galgut’s
stylistic choice?
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Reading Guide and Reading Task for Persepolis
Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis
5% of Final Grade
Part A is a multiple choice reading quiz (1%); Part B is prewriting (no grade); Part C is a
300-word essay (4%).

Instructions:
If you choose to complete this task it must be submitted online by midnight on Sunday
27 March.
You must respond to six of the eight novels set on the course, and each response must be
submitted online by midnight on the Sunday before the lecture on the novel concerned. The
task enables you to prepare for the lecture and tutorial, and the classes themselves will act as
instant feedback. For this reason, tasks handed in late will be accepted on a pass/fail basis.
You will receive feedback, but no marks will be allotted.
Begin by answering the two multiple-choice questions, giving the question number and the
letter of the answer you have chosen: e.g. 1.d; 2.f.
Then write a sentence or two reflecting on your affective response before choosing one of
the critical response topics provided. It is essential that in the critical response you provide
evidence from the novel to support your argument. You are encouraged to quote directly, and
you must use MLA parenthetical documentation.
See the Criteria Sheet on Blackboard (Click on Assessment) for what your tutor will look for
when grading your essay.
Instructions for each section are provided below.
Head your response Option A, B, C as appropriate.

Literary Critical and Theoretical Terms: Familiarise yourself with words in bold, and practice
using them in your own criticism, including the Reading Tasks. Abrams’s Glossary of
Literary Terms is a reliable resource but there are numerous online glossaries.
Readings: See Timetable. You will see some are required, and others recommended. Read
the latter when you can, though depending on your approach to the short essay they may be
useful for this week:
Part A: Multiple Choice:
1% of the total grade for the course.
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N.B. If Smith and Watson is still not available through our Resources Page, please read the
relevant pages through Amazon.

1. According to Smith and Watson’s introductory synthesis of work on graphic memoir, it is
a hybrid, “cross-over form” that

a. turns tragedy into something more like comedy;
b. enables layers of self-presentation;
c.

simplifies otherwise complicated narratives.

2. Marji’s narrative bears witness to
a. the religious revolution in Iran;
b. the Coalition’s invasion of Iraq;
c.

her Islamic faith.

________________________________________________________________________
Part B: Prewriting, or shamelessly affective response
No marks; 20 to 100 words.
Prewriting is a strategy for getting started on a piece of writing. Be as frank as you like! Here
are some suggested points to address:
Although your prewriting need not be critical, use this part of the assignment to work out
what it was about the text that made it, for example, confronting, depressing, annoying,
enchanting, exciting, funny, hard to follow, over-complicated, simplistic, impossible to put
down, impossible to finish. Was there a problem with plot? With characterisation? With
narrative structure? With the author’s choice of language? With the political views advanced?
Was it too long/too short? Was the problem with you? But don’t stop there! Analyse your
response.
Did it satisfy your desire for a good read? Why/not?
Did it make you want to read more novels on a similar topic, in a similar genre, by the same
author? Why/not?
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Part C: Critical Response
4% of the total grade for the course; 300 words, not including quotations.
Use either Option A or Option B or Option C to write a short critical essay about how
Saturday “works” in literary terms.

You must provide accurately transcribed textual evidence from this week’s novel and any
other text you use to support your argument. Use MLA-style parenthetical documentation.
There is no need for a bibliography, unless you use a text not included in this week’s
readings.

Option A:
Life writing is performative (see Miller reading from Week 3). Writing the self becomes
doing the self. Revising and experimenting with narratives of the self becomes a form of
agency. Discuss ways in which Satrapi’s “autographic” text revises or experiments with
what you understand to be the conventions or typical codes of autobiography. You might
answer this question by comparing Persepolis to another coming-of-age narrative, or
Bildungsroman, you’ve read. You might choose a novel, an autobiography, or an
autobiographical fiction but not another autographic. Compare, for example, uses of time
and memory.

Option B:
In this week’s reading, Smith and Watson refer to graphic-novel critics Hillary Chute and
Marianne de Koven’s view that graphic memoir is a hybrid genre, and that often the visual
and verbal narratives remain distinct, rather than achieving any kind of ideal wholeness
(Smith and Watson 169). Argue for or against this being the case in Persepolis, using
pertinent examples (verbal and visual) from the text in support.

Option C:
Argue that Satrapi does, or does not, challenge what is sometimes termed a “new orientalism.”
Does she confirm or challenge typical Western assumptions about Iran? Is Iranian life
rendered more legible to a Western reader, or does it remain exotic and “other”? To get a
sense of what “new orientalism” might mean, search Orientalism on Wikipedia, and scroll
down to Edward Said’s use of the term in his Orientalism, since this is the sense in which the
term is generally used in literary studies. You might also re-read the extract from his 2003
preface to Orientalism, provided in the reading task for Hamid.
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Additonal topics for tutorial presentations and general discussion.

Discuss Marji’s liminality, her occupation of the space between.
Consider ways in which Satrapi might be seen to feminise discourses of war and history.
Choose examples of trauma from the text, and describe the ways in which Satrapi addresses
them.

Gillian Whitlock says “What charges life narrative in comics is the particular tension and
dissonance it generates by mixing codes from juvenilia into autobiographical narratives of
history and trauma” (Qtd in Smith and Watson 169). Discuss in relation to Persepolis.

Presenters might be interested to look at Book Drum’s Profiles and use their visual
annotations as a model for leading class discussion. We suggest three additional annotations
per presenter, but use your discretion. http://www.bookdrum.com/profiles.html
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Reading Task and Reading Guide for Generosity
Reading Task 7
Richard Powers’s Generosity
5% of Final Grade
Part A is a multiple choice reading quiz (1%); Part B is prewriting (no grade); Part C is a
300-word reading response (4%).
N.B. For the last two reading tasks, we’ve asked you, in Section B, to reflect on how you
used the techniques you’ve developed in the course of the semester to overcome reading
difficulties you may have confronted in Generosity.

Instructions:
Due date: If you choose to complete this task it must be submitted through Turnitin by
midnight on Sunday 15 May.
You must respond to six of the eight novels set on the course, and each response must be
submitted online by midnight on the Sunday before the lecture on the novel concerned. The
task enables you to prepare for the lecture and tutorial, and the classes themselves will act as
instant feedback. For this reason, tasks handed in late will be accepted on a pass/fail basis.
You will receive feedback, but no marks will be allotted.
Begin by answering the two multiple-choice questions, giving the question number and the
letter of the answer you have chosen: e.g. 1.d; 2.f.
Then write a sentence or two reflecting on your affective response before choosing one of
the critical response topics provided. It is essential that in the critical response you provide
evidence from the novel to support your argument. You are encouraged to quote directly
(quoted material is not included in your word count), and you must use MLA parenthetical
documentation.
See the Criteria Sheet on Blackboard (Click on Assessment) for what your tutor will look for
when grading your essay.
Instructions for each section are provided below.
Head your response Option A, B, or C as appropriate.
Word limit: Do not write more than 300 + 10% in your response. Because part of the task is
to make a compelling argument within the word limit, you will be penalised if you fail to do
this.
Literary Critical and Theoretical Terms: Familiarise yourself with words in bold, and
practice using them in your own criticism, including the Reading Tasks. Abrams’s Glossary
of Literary Terms is a reliable resource but there are numerous online glossaries.
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Readings: See Timetable. You will see some are required, and others recommended. Read
the latter when you can, though depending on your approach to the short essay they may be
useful for this week.

Part A: Multiple Choice
1% of the total grade for the course.
1. According to Michael Dirda in ‘Wake Up and Dream’, who ‘emerges as an essential
character’ in Generosity?
a. The teller
b. The protagonist
c. The reader
2.

Which of these literary heroines does Russell not confess to having been in love with?
a. Dorothea Brooke
b. Jo March
c. Elizabeth Bennet

__________________________________________________________________________
Part B: Prewriting, or shamelessly affective response
No marks; 20 to 100 words. Please stay within the word limit.
Prewriting is a strategy for getting started on a piece of writing. Be as frank as you like! Here
are some suggested points to address:
Although your prewriting need not be critical, use this part of the assignment to work out
what it was about the text that made it, for example, confronting, depressing, annoying,
enchanting, exciting, funny, hard to follow, over-complicated, simplistic, impossible to put
down, impossible to finish. Was there a problem with plot? With characterisation? With
narrative structure? With the author’s choice of language? With the political views advanced?
Was it too long/too short? Was the problem with you? But don’t stop there! Analyse your
response.
Did the techniques you have developed as a resilient reader help you overcome
difficulties you may have faced?
Did it satisfy your desire for a good read? Why/not?
Did it make you want to read more novels on a similar topic, in a similar genre, by the same
author? Why/not?
__________________________________________________________________________
Part C: Critical Response
4% of the total grade for the course; 300 words, not including quotations.
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Use either Option A or Option B or Option C to write a short critical essay about
how Generosity “works” in literary terms.
You must signpost your argument early, and provide accurately
transcribed textual evidence from this week’s novel and any other text you use to support
your argument. Use MLA-style parenthetical documentation.
There is no need for a bibliography, unless you use a text not included in this week’s
readings.
Option A:
Discuss Generosity’s ‘open sesame’, a magic spell that, like a film’s ‘establishing shot’,
‘[unlocks] the door to that particular work’s fictive realm (Miller 24) and foreshadows what
is to come (but don’t go past ‘the one that will turn life stranger than total’ [Powers 5]).
Whose voice do you hear in these opening pages? Explain the effect of this style of
narration in Generosity.
Option B:
Discuss ways in which the etymology or ‘genealogy’ of ‘generosity’ (Powers 79) sheds light
on your understanding of Powers’ novel.
Option C:
Reflect on the novel’s thematic and narratological preoccupation with desire (including,
but by no means limited to, romance, lust (including for fictional characters!), procreation,
longevity, epistemophilia, archive fever). You may find it useful to consult some literary
theoretical work on desire: for example, Peter Brooks, Reading for the Plot (1984); Catherine
Belsey, Desire: Love Stories in Western Culture (1994); Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever: A
Freudian Impression (1998); Roland Barthes, A Lover’s Discourse: Fragments (1990).
This week’s lecture will address the three reading task options for this week, and provide
some contextual background.
Topics for tutorial presentations and general discussion
•

How successfully do you think Generosity merges the discourses of literature and
science? What do literature and art offer that science does not, and vice versa?
o You might like to consider Powers’s statement in an interview for the Wall
Street Journal that ‘Everything interests me. I really like science because it
seems to be that place where you get the big picture, everything connects. […]
I realized that to succeed [in science] I had to specialize and become narrower
in my focus. I like to travel and connect. […] The discovery of novel writing
was a wonderful relief’.
o Is this science fiction?
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•

Why do you think Russell views Thassa’s happiness with such suspicion, to the extent
that he diagnoses her with the disease ‘hyperthymia’? Consider this in the light of the
observation (in our own tutorials and elsewhere!) that ‘capital-L Literature’ seems to
be defined by misery, trauma, and unhappy endings, and the typical association of
creativity with melancholia or depression.
o Indeed, in his New York Times review of the novel, Jay McInerney argues that
‘An excessively happy central character would seem like a potential handicap
in a novel, but Powers manages the difficult feat of making Thassa plausible
and even fascinating, in part by refracting her through the others, in part by
endowing her with a richly textured biography’.
o Think about the established plots discussed in Russell’s creative writing
textbook, and the group discussion defining these in terms of endings (Powers
37). Do you agree with (if any) the group’s assessment, with Russell, or with
Harmon?
o Why is a plot defined by its conclusion? What do you make of Harmon’s point
that ‘denouement doesn’t mean tying up all your loose ends. Quite literally,
it’s French for untying’ (112)?
o Compare Generosity’s discussion of happiness to Saturday. Consider, for
example, when Perowne thinks that ‘for the humanities generally, misery is
more amenable to analysis: happiness is a harder nut to crack’ (McEwan 78),
and ‘Who could ever reckon up the damage done to love and friendship and all
hopes of happiness by a surfeit or depletion of this or that neurotransmitter?
And who will ever find a morality, an ethics down among the enzymes and
amino acids when the general taste is for looking in the other direction?’ (9192)

•

Consider the desire to rid the world genetically of depression and despair in the light
of Generosity as a post-9/11 novel. You might like to think about Russell’s hypothesis
that Thassa’s happiness is a symptom of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder.

•

Would you describe Generosity as a satire? If so, what might it be trying to teach us?

•

List the intertextual references you noted in Generosity (these range from Darwin to
Browning, Shakespeare to Dostoyevsky, Henry James to Jane Austen), and consider
their significance for your understanding of the text.

•

Why might Generosity be subtitled ‘An Enhancement’ (rather than, as in Freedom, ‘A
Novel’)? (You might like to know that Virginia Woolf pondered the use of ‘Elegy’ to
describe her books, rather than ‘Novel’.)

•

Thomas Kurton gazes down on this orgy of the urban dispossessed. The
camera follows his gaze: kids as bowerbirds; kids as noble savages; kids as
Kogal Californians; kids from the outer reaches of galaxies far, far away; kids
as baggy, knee-socked, schoolgirl-sailor prostitutes; kids as mutants – cosplay,
Catgirl, GothLoli, maid-nurse-bunny – all in a gentle, frenzied, nightly
theatrical performance of rebellion that will wander home at four in the
morning to broom-closet apartments and wake up two hours later to head to
classes or clerical jobs.
The scientist looks down into the costumed mass and smiles.
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We’re trapped in a faulty design, stuck in a bad plot. We want to
become something else. It’s what we’ve wanted since the story started.
And now we can have it.
The camera follows him into a glass elevator and plunges down into the
maelstrom. The transparent capsule opens, and Thomas Kurton disappears into
the carnival of midnight Shibuya. (Powers 60)
•

Presenters might be interested to look at Book Drum’s profiles and use their visual
annotations as a model for leading class discussion. We suggest three additional
annotations per presenter, but use your discretion.
http://www.bookdrum.com/profiles.html
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Reading Task and Reading Guide for The Lacuna
Barbara Kingsolver’s The Lacuna
5% of Final Grade
Part A is a multiple choice reading quiz (1%); Part B is prewriting (no grade); Part C is a
300-word reading response (4%).
N.B. In Section B, please reflect on how you used the techniques you’ve developed in the
course of the semester to overcome reading difficulties you may have confronted in The
Lacuna.

Instructions:
Due date: If you choose to complete this task it must be submitted through Turnitin by
midnight on Sunday 22 May.
You must respond to six of the eight novels set on the course, and each response must be
submitted online by midnight on the Sunday before the lecture on the novel concerned. The
task enables you to prepare for the lecture and tutorial, and the classes themselves will act as
instant feedback. For this reason, tasks handed in late will be accepted on a pass/fail basis.
You will receive feedback, but no marks will be allotted.
Begin by answering the two multiple-choice questions, giving the question number and the
letter of the answer you have chosen: e.g. 1.d; 2.f.
Then write a sentence or two reflecting on your affective response before choosing one of
the critical response topics provided. It is essential that in the critical response you provide
evidence from the novel to support your argument. You are encouraged to quote directly
(quoted material is not included in your word count), and you must use MLA parenthetical
documentation.
See the Criteria Sheet on Blackboard (Click on Assessment) for what your tutor will look for
when grading your essay.
Instructions for each section are provided below.
Head your response Option A, B, or C as appropriate.
Word limit: Do not write more than 300 + 10% in your response. Because part of the task is
to make a compelling argument within the word limit, you will be penalised if you fail to do
this.

Literary Critical and Theoretical Terms: Familiarise yourself with words in bold, and practice
using them in your own criticism, including the Reading Tasks. Abrams’s Glossary of
Literary Terms is a reliable resource but there are numerous online glossaries.
Readings: See Timetable. You will see some are required, and others recommended. Read
the latter when you can, though depending on your approach to the short essay they may be
useful for this week.
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Part A: Multiple Choice:
1% of the total grade for the course.
1. The central argument in this week’s reading from Linda Hutcheon’s A Poetics of
Postmodernism: History, Theory, Fiction (1988) is that:
a. All history is fiction;
b. Historiographic metafiction at once puts in place and confuses the border between history
and fiction;
c. Fiction teaches us more about the past than does history.
2. In a conversation with Trotsky, Harrison Shepherd likens the howlers to
a. Newspapers;
b. Tree demons;
c. Senator McCarthy.
________________________________________________________________________

Part B: Prewriting, or shamelessly affective response
No marks; 20 to 100 words. Please stay within the word limit.
Prewriting is a strategy for getting started on a piece of writing. Be as frank as you like! Here
are some suggested points to address:
Although your prewriting need not be critical, use this part of the assignment to work out
what it was about the text that made it, for example, confronting, depressing, annoying,
enchanting, exciting, funny, hard to follow, over-complicated, simplistic, impossible to put
down, impossible to finish. Was there a problem with plot? With characterisation? With
narrative structure? With the author’s choice of language? With the political views advanced?
Was it too long/too short? Was the problem with you? But don’t stop there! Analyse your
response.
Did the techniques you have developed as a resilient reader help you overcome
difficulties you may have faced?
Did it satisfy your desire for a good read? Why/not?
Did it make you want to read more novels on a similar topic, in a similar genre, by the same
author? Why/not?
__________________________________________________________________________
Part C: Critical Response
4% of the total grade for the course; 300 words, not including quotations.
Use either Option A or Option B or Option C to write a short critical essay about how The
Lacuna “works” in literary terms.
You must signpost your argument early, and provide accurately transcribed textual
evidence from this week’s novel and any other text you use to support your argument. Use
MLA-style parenthetical documentation.
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There is no need for a bibliography, unless you use a text not included in this week’s
readings.
Option A:
More than once, Harrison Shepherd insists that “[t]he most important part of the story is the
piece of it you don't know.” Analyse the literary techniques Kingsolver adopts to create
plausible and/or provocative gaps in her text. Think about her use of such forms as diaries
and letters as well as actual and metaphorical lacunae in the real world that Harrison
Shepherd and Violet Brown draw to our attention. What effects do these techniques have on
meaning-making for the reader?
Option B:
In an interview with Lynn Neary on National Public Radio soon after The Lacuna was
published, Kingsolver said she “wanted to explore the relationship between art and politics in
two different cultures. And Shepherd, caught between two worlds and searching for his own
identity, became the perfect vehicle for that exploration.” Argue that Harrison Shepherd’s
positioning of himself as an all-but-invisible observer situated in the space between Mexican
and U.S. cultures between 1919 and 1951 does, or does not, make him that “perfect vehicle.”
Option C:
Based on this week’s reading from Linda Hutcheon’s A Poetics of Postmodernism, argue for
or against a reading of The Lacuna as historiographic metafiction.
This week’s lecture will address the three reading task options for this week, and provide
some historical background.
Topics for tutorial presentations and general discussion.
•

At the 2005 PEN World Voices Festival of International Literature, Jonathan Franzen
had this to say in response to the perennial question, Does writing change anything?
Use it as a way in to a reading of The Lacuna, and what we know of Harrison
Shepherd’s novels.
To the extent that the written word is a word of political utterance, it
obviously can change something. Probably at least 50 percent of the time for
the worse. For every Germinal there’s a Protocols of the Elders of Zion, for
every Silent Spring there’s a tract by Rush Limbaugh, if not several. For every
Communist Manifesto there’s the same Communist Manifesto put to a
different use. For me, tonight’s question is interesting only as it pertains to
really good books, to writers like Jane Austen and Leo Tolstoy, to writing
that’s too multifaceted or ambivalent or delightful to be socially effective.
The question then becomes, Can the kind of writing that can’t change anything
change something?

•

Harrison Shepherd writes about the past in order to speak about the present. To what
extent does Barbara Kingsolver do the same thing in The Lacuna? What reasons does
the novel supply to explain the reasons for this?
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•

In A Politics of Postmodernism: History, Theory, Fiction (1988) Linda Hutcheon
distinguishes between the postmodern mode she terms historiographic metafiction
and the kind of historical fiction that has its roots in the nineteenth-century novel.
She notes that with the rise of the discipline of “scientific history” in the nineteenth
century, literature and history were no longer “considered branches of the same tree of
learning” but that postmodern theory as it developed in each discipline in the latetwentieth century came to challenge that difference (113; 105). Using this week’s
reading from Hutcheon’s text, explore the extent to which The Lacuna may be
classified as historiographic metafiction. A starting point for your argument might be
that Kingsolver’s fictional protagonist, Harrison Shepherd, is exemplary of what
Hutcheon terms “the ex-centrics, the marginalized, the peripheral figures of
fictional history” (113–14).

•

Discuss the archivist’s role in gathering together the fragments of the text into the
whole that becomes, somewhat paradoxically perhaps, The Lacuna.

•

More than one lacuna is referred to in the novel. Why, then, is it called The Lacuna?

•

In the last section of Negotiating with the Dead: A Writer on Writing (see reading for
Week 13) Margaret Atwood asks: “For whom does the writer write?” In response we
might ask “For whom does Barbara Kingsolver, or Harrison Shepherd, write?”
Atwood goes on to recall George Orwell’s critique of totalitarianism Nineteen EightyFour and its protagonist’s overwhelming desire to possess, and to fill with writing, a
forbidden “’thick, quarto-sized blank book with […] smooth creamy paper.’” “Who,”
Atwood asks us, “has not been overcome by a similar desire? And who has not been
aware, too, of the dangers – specifically, the dangers of self-revelation?” (115).
Certainly Harrison Shepherd experiences similar desires and similar fears. Discuss.

•

The fear of self-revelation may lie behind the fact that the first-person pronoun is
entirely absent from the journal sections of the novel, which of course make up the
larger part of the narrative. Analyse the linguistic techniques by which Kingsolver
avoids the use of the first-person pronoun, and the effect/s of that sustained
omission.

•

As a child Harrison Shepherd is swept away by such adventure stories as The
Prisoner of Zenda, Around the World in Eighty Days, and The Three Musketeers.
Analyse the intertextual link between these novels and the novels for which he
becomes famous, and then infamous, as an adult.

•

Discuss Thomas Wolfe’s Look Homeward, Angel (1929) as an intertext for The
Lacuna.

•

Presenters might be interested to look at Book Drum’s Profiles and use their visual
annotations as a model for leading class discussion. We suggest three additional
annotations per presenter, but use your discretion.
http://www.bookdrum.com/profiles.html
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Reading Guide: Henry Lawson’s ‘The Drover’s Wife’ and
Barbara Baynton’s ‘The Chosen Vessel’.
These two stories present different perspectives on the imagined community of the Australian
nation during the colonial period. Lawson’s story is lauded for articulating the drama and
poignancy of ‘Australian life in the bush’. Baynton’s story, on the other hand, depicts the
gendered nature of experience of the frontier, and the price women pay for men’s attachment
to ideals of femininity.

In defining the nation as an ‘imagined community’ Benedict Anderson argues that as a
‘community’, the nation “is always conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship” (7). In the
context of Australia, this means that while many things may mark the members of the
community as different, their status as ‘Australians’ binds them together. In reading these two
stories we will be testing Anderson’s claims, and considering the role of literature in forming
Australian national identity during colonisation.

Whether or not we think much of the story itself, ‘The Drover’s Wife’ has come to play a
central role in Australian literary history, and the construction of national identity. We easily
see, for example, how Lawson’s depiction of the harshness of the landscape, and the battle
colonial Australians faced trying to live in it, has influenced depictions of the landscape in
contemporary times. Indeed, given the fires of 2010 and floods of 2011, the struggle against
fire and flood faced by the drover’s wife can be read by us in 2012 as a true (enough)
representation of life in Australia. It is still possible for us, then, to think of ourselves as being
part of the imagined community made up by the drover’s wife and her peers; if only because
we share their environmental conditions and the harshness and danger that can come from it.

While reading the two stories consider the following, and choose one of these topics as the
basis for your reading task:

•

How would you describe the narrative voice in both pieces? Highlight a sentence or
two in each story that you think exemplifies the tone and style of the voice and
discuss how it achieves its effects.

•

Consider the effect of Lawson and Baynton not naming their central characters. How
does this inform the way these characters function in relation to ‘the imagined
community’ of Australia?
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•

What role is focalization playing in each story? Identify an indicative passage of
focalization in each story that demonstrates its function and analyse it.

•

In Lawson’s story, the drover’s wife battles a number of elements of the natural
world. Can we read these battles as symbols of nation formation? How might such a
reading interpret these events?

•

What are the features of the community of Australians described by Lawson and
Baynton? Identify an example in each story to support the characteristics you identify.

•

Is anyone excluded from the community described by Lawson and Baynton? Who?
Identify a passage in each story and discuss how it excludes Others from the
community.

•

Anderson identifies novels and newspapers as being fundamental to the development
of the nation because “they provided the technical means for ‘re-presenting’ the kind
of imagined community that is the nation” (25-26). How does Baynton use the ability
of literature to present events as simultaneous in ‘The Chosen Vessel’?
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Reading Guide: Aboriginal writing during colonisation
During the colonisation of Australia, Aboriginal people were confronted with a range of
strategies designed to eradicate their race and their culture. Colonisation involved the
imposition of the English language on the native people; they were forbidden from speaking
any language other than English in the missions, and from practicing cultural and social
traditions. As a process, colonisation was founded on the racist belief that the languages and
cultures of the original inhabitants of the continent were less developed and sophisticated
than English, thus the process of ‘civilising’ Aboriginal people included teaching them a new
spirituality (Christianity) and language (English).
As Heiss and Minter describe in their introduction to the Macquarie Pen Anthology of
Aboriginal Literature, “For Aboriginal people, the use of English became a necessity within
the broader struggle to survive colonisation” (2) because the systems of colonisation—the
dispossession of people from their lands and their forced removal to missions, and the
establishment of legislation that gave State Governments control over the lives of Aboriginal
people—required that Aboriginal people learn to communicate in English in order to gain any
recognition of their experience.
The excerpts from the Macquarie Pen Anthology of Aboriginal Literature provide a
counterpoint to the ‘The Drover’s Wife’ and ‘The Chosen Vessel’ by giving us insight into
the kinds of texts Aboriginal people were authoring leading up to and following Federation.
They also provide material for us to consider how Indigenous Australians responded to the
newly ‘the imagined community’ of Colonial Australia.
•

Heiss and Minter suggest that, “From the early days, writing became a tool of
negotiation in which Aboriginal voices could be heard in a form recognisable to
British authority” (2)—what techniques can you identify in the letters or the writing
of David Unaipon that make the author’s voice able to be heard by British authority?

•

Penny van Toorn suggests that “it is generally accepted that significant elements of
present-day Aboriginal literature are grounded in oral practices. Much Indigenous
literature is based on oral sources, and/or guarantees its authenticity by incorporating
a ‘voiced’ quality into the written text” (166). However, van Toorn argues, the
authenticity of orality (voice) is more difficult to pinpoint than we think, especially
given the variety of ways that Aboriginal voices have been tamed and ventriloquised
by non-Aboriginal authors. What elements of the texts you have read suggest to you
that the authors actually wrote them? To put it another way, where does the
authenticity of these texts reside?

•

“one of the persistent and now characteristic elements of Aboriginal literature [is]—
the nexus between the literary and the political” (Heiss and Minter, 2). Discuss an
example that you think demonstrates this nexus.

•

Are letters literature (see also Huggan)? Identify an example from two letters to
support an argument for or against considering the early letters of Aboriginal
Australians as part of the national literature.
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•

Do the authors of these texts lay claim to the “deep horizontal comradeship” that
Anderson claims is fundamental to the imagined community? If so, how?

Works cited:
Huggan, Graham. ‘Locating Australian Literature’ in Australian Literature: Postcolonialism,
Racism, Transnationalism. Oxford Studies in Postcolonial Literatures. Oxford, UK:
Oxford University Press, 2007. 1-14.
Van Toorn, Penny. ‘Wild speech, tame speech, real speech? Written renditions of Aboriginal
Australian speech, 1788-1850.’ Southerly 67.1-2 (2007): 166+. Expanded Academic
ASAP.
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Reading Guide: Miles Franklin, My Brilliant Career
In this section of the course we are thinking about literature as a mechanism for contributing
to ‘the public sphere’: that part of a society where ideas about society and how it should be
run are put forward by citizens, debated and considered. In addition, we’re interested in how
young writers have used literature as a means of contesting and contributing to dominant
ideas in Australian society, and how the relationships between generations have been
presented and discussed in literature.
The issue of Australian Literary Studies from which this week’s critical reading is taken
includes a number of essays on My Brilliant Career and should be your first point of call for
further reading on the novel: the journal can be accessed via the library catalogue (search for
the journal title, then go to issue 20.4, October 2002).
My Brilliant Career is presented as the autobiography of a Sybylla Melvyn, a young woman
from country New South Wales.
•

Consider what you know about the genre of autobiography: what are techniques and
strategies define the genre?

•

Consider the relationship between form and content: Why does Franklin use the form
of fictional autobiography to make explicit political statements about prominent social
and political issues? What does the autobiographical form allow Franklin to explore?

•

What are the features of ‘the imagined community’ of Australia that Franklin
celebrates in her novel? Identify two examples, mark them in your copy of the book
and produce a short analysis of each.

•

How easy is it to differentiate between the opinions of Sybylla and what we might
think of as Franklin’s opinions, those expressed through the character? Why is this
easy / not easy?

•

Scates identifies two possible interpretations of Sybylla’s interest in education, art and
literature: that it is evidence of her “aristocratic pretensions”, or that it is evidence of
her belief that writing and reading are “intrinsically subversive” when undertaken by a
young, middle class woman (375-376). How does applying Habermas’s idea of ‘the
public sphere’ to this question shape our interpretation of this element of the book?
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Reading Guide: Christos Tsiolkas, Loaded.
Christos Tsiolkas’s first novel, Loaded, provides us with quite a different perspective on the
imagined community of Australia than that given by Franklin. While Sybylla never doubts
her passionate belonging to the imagined community of Australia nor her right to contribute
to its development, Tsiolkas’s central character, Ari, occupies a far less certain position in
relation to identity categories. Indeed, he spends much of the novel considering what he is not,
rather than what he is or could be.
Consider the following questions in relation to Loaded:
•

How does Ari’s rejection of identity categories like ‘Greek’, ‘Australian’, ‘gay’,
‘unemployed’ situate him in relation to the imagined community of the nation?

•

What theme (or themes) does the epigraph to the novel suggest?

•

Ari is the central character and narrator. Would you describe him as a reliable or
unreliable narrator? Identify and analyse a passage in the novel that supports your
assessment.

•

How does the short chapter ‘My perfect tape’ work as a piece of characterisation?
Listen to at least two songs from the list that you are unfamiliar with and analyse
Tsiolkas’s use of intertextuality.

•

What similarities can you identify between Ari’s situation and Sybylla’s in My
Brilliant Career? What do these similarities tell us about how young people see
themselves in relation to the imagined community of the Australian nation?

•

What kind of picture of intergenerational relationships is drawn by My Brilliant
Career and Loaded? How does attention to the relationships between generations
complicate the hegemony* of the imagined community?

* You can look up a definition of ‘hegemony’ in A Dictionary of Critical Theory in the
Oxford Reference database available via the library. If you have The Dictionary of Literary
Terms open, you can search ‘hegemony’ in the whole database.
See: "hegemony" A Dictionary of Critical Theory. by Ian Buchanan. Oxford University Press
2010. Oxford Reference Online. Oxford University Press.
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Reading Guide: Helen Garner, The First Stone
When it was published in 1995 (the same year as Loaded) The First Stone sparked public
debate about the relationship between older feminists (such as Garner) and younger women
(those born into ‘Generation X’). This public debate was significant, and was covered in
major newspapers, magazines, current affairs television, and in a number of academic and
popular books that were subsequently published. It was a significant testament to the power
of literature to contribute to the public sphere. The further reading list provides information
on many of the texts that responded to what became known as ‘The First Stone controversy’.
The lecture on this book will cover this context in more detail.
The set critical reading for this book presents a close textual analysis of the use of voice and
point of view in The First Stone, and provides insight into the complex use of perspective in
the novel. The questions below are designed to compliment your reading of the critical
reading.
•

The First Stone can be read as a narrative about the process of investigative
journalism. However, Garner does not have access to key participants in the story.
Consider how her use of language in the Author’s Note sets up the narrative of
frustrated investigation.

•

How would you describe the effect of Garner’s persistent use of rhetorical questions?
Write the implied answers to the questions Garner asks on page 88-89 and analyse
how rhetorical questions are used to communicate Garner’s version of common sense
and to make an argument about sexuality and power.

•

“What sort of people could these be?” Garner asks of the complainants and the Master
early in the novel (18). How does Garner’s assessment of people throughout the text
problematise the idea of an imagined community?

•

Who did you identify with while reading this book? Mark two passages that elicited
your sympathy and examine how Garner achieved this by considering the literary
techniques used. (If you identified with no one, mark two passages where you think
Garner is attempting to garner your sympathy and analyse the failure of the passages
to do so.)
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Reading Guide: JM Coetzee, Diary of A Bad Year
The first thing you’ll notice about Diary of A Bad Year is that it sets its reader a challenge:
two, then three, separate components of text flow continuously across different sections of
the page. You’ll need to experiment with different ways of reading the book – do you read
one page at a time, reading across the three voices? Or do you read several pages of one voice,
and then track back to follow the others in turn? Coetzee has issued you a challenge here,
don’t be put off or distressed by it. Try to take it up as a puzzle or a brainteaser and don’t
worry too much about working out the ‘right way’ to read it, or worry that you might be
‘reading incorrectly’. The most important thing is to work out how to read the book in such a
way that you feel it is making meaning.
If you get stuck reading Diary of A Bad Year, alter your reading approach. Don’t feel like you
have to commit to one way of engaging with the text and stick to it. The story, and the voices,
have peaks and troughs: be flexible and prepared to change your approach in response to your
reactions to the text.
Consider the following questions:
•

Re-read the essay ‘On Shame’ (34-40) and Anya’s response to it as reported by JC
(70-95, middle section). How would you summarise their different positions on shame?

•

Consider the dynamic between the migrants and the Australian born character in
Diary of A Bad Year. How would you describe the relationship between the three
characters? What does it say about the imagined community of Australia in
contemporary times?

•

What purpose does the experimental format play in the presentation of this narrative
and it characters? Another way of thinking of this is: what reasons can you think of to
support Coetzee’s use of an experimental form? Identify two examples that support
your answer.

•

Is the literary concept of the frame story useful for understanding the relationship
between the three sections of the novel? If so, which story frames which?

•

This novel tells the story of a well-respected male novelist and his female typist. How
would you interpret the representation of gender in this novel? Identify two examples
in the book to support your interpretation.
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Reading Guide: Anita Heiss, Manhattan Dreaming
Manhattan Dreaming conforms to the traditions of genre fiction and romance in particular,
and in this sense it is unlike the other texts we have read in this course, which have been
presented as unique works of Literature that intend to surprise their readers. However, Lauren
Berlant argues that genre does more than merely give readers what they expect. It is a means
for people to emotionally attach to a public sphere defined by feelings and common
experiences. This will be discussed in more detail in the lectures in this topic.
Heiss has been open about her decision to write commercial fiction as a means of creating
social change (see ‘Bookseller and Publisher’ and Baker-Dowdell in the Further Reading list),
so while you’re reading Manhattan Dreaming mark the pages where you think this strategy is
being deployed, we will discuss these in class.
•

How important is first person point of view to Heiss’s use of the genre?

•

What risks come with the use of romance fiction as a means of social change?
Identify two instances in the book where you think these risks are apparent.

•

What defines the imagined community of Australia in Manhattan Dreaming? Identify
the characteristics of ‘being Australian’ the book presents, and find examples of each.

•

Romance fiction is widely understood as a genre read by women, does this change the
way Heiss’s book depicts the imagined community of Australia?

•

Berlant suggests that the genres that make up the intimate public of women’s culture
“claim to reflect a kernel of common experience and provide frames for encountering
the impacts of living as a woman in the world” (x). Can you identify claims to
common experience of Australian women in Manhattan Dreaming? Mark at least two
example of this in the text, and describe the common experiences you think Heiss is
presenting.

•

Following on from the above question, think about what a frame does: it gives
structure to whatever material is placed over it. What structures do you think Heiss
presents for making sense of being an Australian woman? Another way of thinking of
this is: what ways of coping with the experience of being an Australian woman does
Manhattan Dreaming present? What ways of coping with being an Indigenous
woman does it present?
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Reading Guide: Dorothy Porter, The Monkey’s Mask
The Monkey’s Mask is a unique book in Australian literature, a high selling poetry genre
novel. It provides an interesting end point for our consideration of Australian literature
because it is an amalgamation of commercial fiction and literature that intervenes in the
imagining of the community of Australia in a number of ways. The questions below are
designed to help you think critically about those interventions.
•

What perspective does The Monkey’s Mask offer on the role of class in the imagined
community of Australia?

•

What themes or interests do the three epigraphs suggest to you?

•

What reliable elements of the detective genre can be found in The Monkey’s Mask?
Identify three poems that conform to genre traits.

•

Porter is not the first female author to write a female private eye as the central
character of a detective fiction novel, however there is still some novelty in seeing a
woman, and a lesbian, in this role. How does the character of Jill challenge or disrupt
the norms of the detective genre? Find two examples to support your case.

•

Porter is doing something quite specific with voice in this text: writing poetry in the
first person, from the point of view of someone who knows nothing about poetry.
How would describe the effect this creates?

•

Is The Monkey’s Mask a text of an intimate public? What could you point to in the
novel to suggest that it is?
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Appendix 3: Reflections on teaching assessment Examples A, B, C
and D

A reflection on teaching assessment Example A
What we did
•

•

Formative assessment extended across the entire semester. The students wrote something
almost every week. This set the expectation that they would engage consistently with the
topic’s reading and practise their writing over a longer period.
The in-class test was essentially an invigilated version of the reading task.

Teaching and learning benefits
•
•
•
•

•
•

Students are given diverse forms of assessment to measure different skills and knowledge.
This assessment model explicitly values reading, and aims to measure and give credit for
reading as part of the topic’s assessment.
Students gain ongoing, formative feedback that encourages (and indeed, enables) the
students to use feedback to improve their critical reading and writing.
Essentially having two different formats for the reading task -- prepared entries and a test
--accommodates students with different skills and abilities. For example, some students
who do not perform well on the prepared entries perform better on the test. Why? Perhaps
the test conditions require students to focus for one to two hours on a writing task and
they do not spend this much time on the prepared entries.
This model uses short writing tasks to encourage students to build skills for essay writing.
Having students read and comment on the reading task entries of other students has clear
learning benefits, with many students reporting how much they learned from doing this
and wishing it was something they were able to do more often (for example, in other
topics).

Challenges
•

The topic’s ongoing writing and marking commitment proves (initially) to be a
challenging workload for students and teachers. However, with encouragement (for
students) and training (for teachers), this is soon overcome and students and teacher
report that the workload is manageable and appropriate.

What I would do differently
•

When I ran a similar topic before this one, I asked students to comment on the reading
task entries of other students in small groups, in their own time, and it formed part of the
assessment. I found that there was a large disparity between the quantity and quality of
comments depending on the culture of the small group the students had been placed in.
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Realising this, I instead created time for students to write comments during class time.
This was not assessable but, because students reported that they gained a lot from reading
the work of other students, I wanted to keep this component while also reducing the
workload for students.

A reflection on teaching assessment Example B

Context
I trialled reading resilience strategies with an advanced-level undergraduate twenty-firstcentury literary fiction course of 65 students.
Teaching and learning benefits
•

•

•

•

•

Lectures and tutorials were exciting places to be because students had read the text! In 12
years of teaching, I had never before lectured to a class in which, every week, almost
every student was ready and able to respond to or ask questions.
Because students were so well prepared, tutorials developed into communities of practice.
I gave up, at first a little nervously and then delightedly, the role of the ‘One Who Knows’
for a much richer learning and teaching experience.
The arts undergraduate program can be fragmented and alienating, but students reported
that working with engaged rather than resistant colleagues led to friendships that extended
beyond the course itself.
The formative nature of the assessment meant that students could work at and hone
reading and writing skills in the course of the semester and put them into practice in a
final research essay.
Students developed oral skills of discussion and argumentation that will serve them well
in other areas of study, as well as in their lives after they leave the university.

Challenges
•

Student resistance to reading exercises:
• While some students took to regular reading exercises like ducks to water, others were
resistant. Initially some lacked the confidence to read and/or interpret complex texts
without the lecturer’s imprimatur. The first two exercises need to be supported with
tutorial practice.
• Others enrolled with no intention of reading all the texts and freely admitted that they
were used to limiting their course reading to those texts on which they would be
assessed.
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•

Distinguishing an exercise from an essay: The reading tasks entries are as different from
the standard research essay as a piece of flash fiction is from a Victorian novel. Because
this wasn’t immediately apparent to my students, in the first weeks we returned from time
to time to the marking rubric and the specific techniques and skills they were practising.

What I would do differently
For two reasons, I would reduce the number of texts from eight to six.
•

•

Students chose six texts from eight on which to write. Despite the pleasure they reported
experiencing from being in a tutorial for which everyone was prepared, some students did
not read the texts on which they were not assessed.
Some students found the reading load of eight novels, of which several were substantial,
difficult to manage.

A reflection on teaching assessment Example C

Context
This subject is an upper level (second and third year) Australian literature subject, with an
enrolment of 55 students.
Teaching and learning benefits
When an anonymous evaluation of the course was run in week four, students reported that:
•
•

•

the quality of tutorial discussion was vastly improved by the requirement to write and
submit work prior to discussing it
they appreciated the ongoing nature of the assessment, both in terms of how it interacted
with the rest of their workload (one less essay to write in ‘peak’ assessment periods) and
how it encouraged them to have a continuous relationship with subject content over the
course of semester
they were happy with the level of feedback.

From a teaching perspective:
•
•
•
•

tutorial discussion was easier to initiate and sustain as students were prepared
engagement throughout the semester was consistent across the group
students were able to discuss the texts comparatively as the subject progressed
the marking rubric reinforced core skills in literary analysis: close reading, attention to
literary techniques, use of evidence
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•

the formative and ongoing nature of the assessment allows for tailored feedback and
encouragement in skill development.

Challenges
For teaching staff:
•
•

•

a majority of students did not read the one text that did not have a reading task assigned to
it
students require more support and guidance regarding assessment expectations outside the
essay format (extensive discussion of rationale and rubric in first class and reinforcement
after return of first task entry)
late assessment or requests for extension need to be considered carefully in light of the
emphasis on continuous work throughout the semester.

For students:
•

•

learning a new form of writing: some students (both weaker and stronger) found the
format took some getting used to—while they may be confident essay writers, a short
piece of textual analysis, written often, was new
this mode of assessment requires consistent application throughout the semester—
students who had placement, illness or other commitments that would normally allow
them to ‘skip’ a week or two’s content need to remain engaged in course.

What I would do differently
•
•
•

have a reading task attached to every text on the course
return marked tasks at set times in the semester (for example: weeks three, six and nine)
use blog system so that students can read each others reading tasks.

This mode of using the reading tasks can be added to by:
•
•

rostering-on students to lead tutorials—based on their reading tasks
peer marking or reflection—students can exchange reading tasks after class based on a
buddy system that runs throughout the semester.

A reflection on teaching assessment Example D
Context
This subject is an upper level (second and third year) literature subject, focused on
autobiography and autobiographical fiction.
What I did
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Students were required to read eight literary texts for the unit. In addition, they were provided
with a number of secondary readings introducing critical concepts and analyses. The lecturer
posted 6–8 questions online on each set text, on the class website, using the ‘forum’ mode.
Students were required to respond, online, to one question (300 words) on each text. As
students added their responses, a thread on each question would develop, with some students
building on other students’ observations.
Teaching and learning benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

An archive of responses to questions on each text developed over the course of the
semester; this archive was a valuable resource for students, lecturers and tutors
Students received ongoing, formative assessment which enabled them to develop their
analytic skills
Regular postings on each text enabled lecturer to be actively engaged with students’
learning and enhanced lecturer’s ability to respond to student learning
Regular postings created a ‘community of practice’ in the tutorials
In their final essays, students drew on the concepts and analytic frameworks they used in
their online responses, which enabled them to develop their analytic skills
Standard of the final essay was significantly improved over classes in which reading tasks
were not used

Challenges
•
•
•
•

Students who posted online responses early in the week had an advantage; later students
needed to find a new angle to avoid simply repeating what had come before.
How to assess students who rehashed ideas that had already been discussed?
Whether to require students to read the other forum posts in the thread—how to assess
this?
Deciding whether lecturer should respond to online posts during the posting period – for
instance, to raise questions or re-orient the discussion – this can be time-consuming, and
since the forum is open to all members of the class, comments on individual posts need to
be thoughtful and sensitive.

What I would do differently
•
•

Discuss the marking rubric for online posts in the first tutorial, discussing the importance
of grounding responses in evidence from the text.
Require students, once in the semester, to assess another student’s post.
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Appendix 4: Sample marking rubrics for reading tasks
Assessment for online responses: Contemporary Life Writing
The course aims to teach students how to read and think critically about a range of texts type
in the genre of autobiography, with a particular focus on the construction of the gendered
self, sexuality, ‘truth’ and the individual vs the relational self. In order to develop skills of
reading critically and in an engaged manner, important for both gender and literature
students, the assessment for the course is ongoing, rather than the a midterm and final essay.
The aim of the ongoing assessment is to encourage students to keep up with the reading, and
to develop a cumulative body of knowledge that builds up over the semester, and that can be
used to read each new text.
Online Reading Tasks: (8 x 300 words: each post is worth 5% of your overall mark). Rules
for this component of the assessment:
1. Students are required to post once on each of the set texts for the course: JJ Rousseau,
Harriet Jacobs, James Joyce, Sylvia Plath, Alison Bechdel, Sally Morgan, Ruth Kluger, Raja
Shehadeh.
2. Each week (by Wed at latest, but often earlier) I will post a number of questions on the text
that is set for the following week. The questions are designed to link the reading to concepts
we have been discussion.
3. Students are required to respond to one of these questions by, at the latest, 1 hr before their
tutorial on that text. This will give the tutor time to read the posts before class and use them
to help focus class discussion. The aim of posting before the tutorial is lay the groundwork
for an informed discussion during the tutorial. Maximum post: 300 words.
4. Students may post again on the same text after the tutorial, or respond to other students’
posts either before or after the tutorial: maximum post: 150 words
5. Each weekly forum will be closed on Sunday 5pm of the week in which the text was
discussed in lecture/tutorial. Students should have moved on the next topic.
6. Lateness: I recognize that students will be overwhelmed with work at various points during
the semester. I will grant everyone one ‘late’ post in the course of the semester – ie, a post
after the tutorial (but it must by up by the Sunday following the tute or you won’t get credit
for it). You only get one ‘free pass’ so save it until you need it!
7. In order to give you timely feedback, tutors will provide assessment (including mark and
comments) on the online pots at three points during the semester:
(1) after their first two posts (on Rousseau and Jacobs)
(2) after Joyce, Plath and Bechdel
(3) after Morgan, Kluger and Shehadeh.
Below I have included an assessment rubric, which indicates how posts will be assessed.
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Rubric for Assessing Forum Posts
Excellent
(HD)

Very Good
(D)

Good
(C)

Fair
(P)

Understanding
of text

Posts demonstrate
detailed
understanding of
texts, and include
insightful use of
or reflection on
concepts

Posts demonstrate
sound
understanding of
texts, and use of
critical concepts

Posts show
adequate
understanding of
texts but don’t use
critical concepts
appropriately in
response to texts

Posts demonstrate
limited
engagement with
texts and critical
concepts;
Superficial
response

Evidence

Posts consistently
use insightful
evidence from the
text (quotes &
page references)
to support points

Posts include
some appropriate
evidence from the
text (quotes &
page references)
to support points

Posts use little or
weak evidence
(specific
examples) from
the text, or fail to
reference
examples

Posts consist of
general comments
on the text
unsupported by
specific examples,
or fail to reference
examples

Responds to the
Question
(Relevance)

Posts are
consistently
relevant to the
question and make
insightful
connections to
other material in
the class

Posts are relevant
and make some
connections to
other material in
the class

Posts are mostly
relevant to the
question, but are
basic

Posts have limited
relevance and
deviate from the
topic

Initiative

Posts extend
discussion and
introduce new
ideas or
approaches

Posts keep
discussion moving

Posts mostly
follow established
themes and ideas

Posts show
limited or no
initiative, and
repeat earlier
ideas

Written
expression

Posts are
exceptionally
clear and concise.

Posts are mostly
clear and concise.

Posts are mostly
clear but are
disorganise or
wordy, and/or
have errors.

Posts are
confusing, or off
topic, and/or have
grammatical/
other errors.
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Student Name:
Text:

Excellent (HD)

Very Good
(D)

Good
(C)

Fair
(P)

Very Poor (N)

Understanding
of primary text

Entry demonstrates
detailed
understanding of text,
including analysis of
relevant literary
techniques

Entry demonstrates
sound understanding of
texts, with reference to
relevant literary
techniques

Entry shows adequate
understanding of texts, with
little or no reference to literary
techniques

Entry demonstrates limited
engagement with texts; no
reference to literary
techniques

Entry consists of
description of text with
no analysis

Use of
concepts

Entry includes
thoughtful uses of or
reflection on concepts

Entry includes use of or
reflection on concepts

Entry refers to concepts
correctly but does not
meaningfully utilise them in
response to text

Entry refers to concepts but
does not demonstrate adequate
understanding of them in
discussion

No reference to concepts,
inaccurate reference to
concepts

Evidence

Entry consistently
provides and analyses
well-chosen evidence
from the text (quotes
& page references) to
support points

Entry uses appropriate
evidence from the text
(quotes & page
references) to support
points

Entry uses weak evidence
from the text

Entry consists of general
reference to specific examples,
or fails to reference examples
appropriately

Entry uses no evidence
to support discussion
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Relevance

Entry is consistently
relevant to the
question and makes
insightful
connections to other
material in the class

Entry is consistently
relevant and makes
connections to
other material in the
class

Entry is relevant to the
question

Entry is of limited relevance
to the question

Entry lacks focus

Initiative

Entry demonstrates
initiative in extending
discussion and
introducing new ideas
or approaches to text

Entry demonstrates
initiative in keeping
discussion going, with
some introduction of new
ideas

Entry demonstrates some
initiative but mostly follow
established themes and ideas

Entry demonstrates limited
initiative

Entry demonstrates no
initiative

Written
expression

Entry expresses ideas
in an exceptionally
clear and concise
manner

Entry expresses ideas in
a clear and concise
manner

Entry is mostly clear but
shows weaknesses in
organisation or conciseness

Entry expresses ideas clearly
in some points and not in
others

Entry is unclear,
confusing and/or
rambling

Comments:
Short Essay Grading Criteria: [NOVEL TITLE]
Student:
Marked by:
Submitted on time: Yes/No
Marks out of 4%
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Excellent
(7: 85–100)

Very good
(6: 75–84)

Good (5: 65–74)

Fair/Needs work
(4: 50–64)

Fail
(1-3: 0-49%)

Demonstrates
sophisticated and
detailed understanding

Demonstrates good
understanding

Demonstrates reasonable
understanding

Demonstrates a rather
surface understanding

Demonstrates
little or no
understanding

Responds to the Question

Absolutely relevant and
to the point

Mostly relevant

Some wandering from
the point

Off topic too often

Off topic

Structure of argument

Lays out very clear
argument in opening
sentence; develops it
logically. Good
signposting.

Clear structure;
signposting.

Reasonable structure;
some signposting.

Very little structure; lack
of signposting

Disjointed
comments rather
than a reasoned
coherent
argument. Lack
of signposting.

Evidence in support of points raised

Excellent choice

Good choice

Fair choice

Insufficient

None

Analysis and reflection

Follows up observations
with sophisticated
analysis and thoughtful
reflection on broader
concepts

Follows up observations
with a good level of
analysis and thoughtful
reflection on concepts

Follows up observations
with some analysis and
some reflection on
concepts

Little analysis and/or
reflection on concepts

Lack of
analysis/reflection

Level of understanding/
interpretation of novel
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Documentation

Correctly transcribed
quotations and MLA
documentation

Mostly correctly
transcribed quotations
and/or use of MLA
documentation

Some errors in
transcription and/or use
of MLA documentation

Many errors in
transcription and/or us or
MLA documentation

Way too many
errors

Positioning of novel in relation to the
rest of the course (where
appropriate)

Makes exciting links to
other novels and to
concepts

Makes relevant links to
other novels and to
concepts

Makes some links to
other novels and to
concepts

Few links

None

Written expression

Exceptionally clear and
concise

Clear and concise

Somewhat wordy

May be very wordy,
unclear

Rambling

Grammar, Spelling, Proofreading

Excellent

Good

Some errors

Too many errors

Way too many
errors

Comments:
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